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Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
In a 4-1 vote, Calloway County School
Board has made a move that could
eventually result in a county middle
sehool.
The school board Thursday evening
voted to initiate the steps necessary for
construction of a middle school for
Calloway.County School District.
Board Member Billy Joe Kingins
voted against the measure.
Kentucky _Department of Education
in its facilities survey report, has
recommended a "new middle school for
all 7-8 students of Calloway County. If
the money is not available for a com-
plete school at this lime, phase con-
struction should be considered. This
44.school should be located in the vicinity
of the present high school. Minimum
capacity, 600."
The original motion Thursday
evening specdied seventh and eighth
grades, but it was later amended to
simply "a middle school."
The suggestion of a middle school
sparked enough controversy for a
number of countians to attend the
November Calloway County School
Board.
Dr. Jack Rose told board members,
"I feel we havirthe bonding potential-to, -
build adequate classrooms ( for the
middle school) and a standard size gym
floor.
Dr. Rose told the Murray Ledger &
Times the Calloway County School
District currently has a maximum
bonding potential of about $1.9-million.
In talking prior to the middle school
vote, school board chairman Joe Dyer
asked Dr. Rose: "In your professional
opinion, do you think this is the best
thing that wircould do to enhance the
education program?"
•Dr. Rose responded, do."
Ferrell Miller indicated that most
reaction he had gotten on the issue had
been "positive." After the vote, Miller
mentioned, "I would like to see us
Continue the same athletic programs
( on the elementary levels)."
Dr. Rose talked of the possibility of
lumping a middle school design in with
a future football field, track and other
athletic facilities already planned at
the high school.
In other Calloway County School
Board action Thursday evening:
— Board members accepted a series
of school system audits for last fiscal
year. Among items pointed out, the
school system ended the fiscal year
with some $300,000 cash on band in the
general fund; the system drew $28,000
-interest from the geaeral fund and




PADUCAH-A Murray used car
dealer Carl Howard, is expected to
begin serving a 45 day sentence Dec. 26
following guilty pleas to four counts of
altering car odometkrs. The pleas came
in U.S. Federal D4rict Court here
Thursday, according to a federal
district court clerk.
A federal grand jury sitting here
earlier this fall indicted Howard and
another Murray used car dealer, Eurie
Garland.
Trial for Eurie Garland, who pleaded
innocent to allegedly making a false




The Murray High School Choral
Department, directed by Joan Bowker,
will preaent its aunual Christmas
program at 7 p. m. Monday at the
Murray Middle School auditorium.
Entitled "Songs of Christmas," the
program will consist of music suiting
every taste ranging from Mozart's
"Gloria Excelsis Deo" to "White
Christmas."
Also included on the program will be
a comedy number featuring a group of
high school teachers.
The event is sponsored by the high
school P. T. 0. and refreshments will be
prepared by Lynn Stout and Nancy
Walston.
Jan. 23, 1978, the court spokesman said.
Another unrelated case, that of Bruce
and Melvie Garland, charged in con-
nection with perjury and bribery, was
expected to go to the jury in U.S.
Federal District Court here today about
noon, the court spokesman said.
According to a spokesman for the
court clerk's office, Howard pleaded
guilty to four counts of alleged altering
auto odometer readings in 1976. Two
counts in a six count indictment were
dropped.
According to the court spokesman,
Howard was sentenced to one year on
each count to run concurrently. Howard
is to spend the first 45 days of the
sentence in a "jail type institution"
with the remaining portion of the year
suspended. He was also placed on three
years probation and fined $4,000 ($1,000
on each count), the court spokesman
said. - - -
A federal grand jury indicted Howard
in connection with altering odometer
readings on six' separate occasions s
during 1976. The indictment alleged
tampering with a different car
odometer to change the mileage
reading, allegedly twice on Aug. 11,
1976, then on Sept. 29, Oct. 12, Nov. 16
and Dec. 31 of last year.
. • Eurie Garland is charged with
allegedly making a false statement to a
grand jurypanel on Feb. 8, 1977, in
response to questions pertaining to the
odometer investigation, according to
reports. Garland has pleaded innocent
to charges.
Howard is currently free on a
sonal recognizance bond.
per-
CHORAL PROGRAM — The Murray High School choral ensemble will
present its annual Christmas program at 7 p. m. Monday at the Murray Mid-
dle School Auditorium Rehearsing for the event are, left to right, front row,
Joan Bowker, director, Karen Jackson, Karlesta Cavitt, Renee Elkins and
Marla. Alexander. Second row, Om Alley, Donna Bailey, Krista Russell, Mary
Hina, Cindy Vance, Lisa Outland and Janet Smith. The guitarist iS Charles
Vella an I pianist is student teacher Heather McClure.
" Photo by ILlye-Peetikk
outlay; the system retired some $60,000
in bonds; three percent of the total
budget went to administration while
over 69 percent went to instruction.
—The school board reviewed a
Calloway County attendance policy and
made no changes; the system adopted
the policy earlier this fall.
— The school board voted to leave
the current school calendar status quo
rather than designating Jan. 2, 1978 a
school system holiday. January 2 is a
state and federal holiday.
— Board members also agreed to sell
by sealed some outdated machines in




The Honorable James M. Lassiter of
Murray will be an instructor at the first
Judicial College of Kentucky Circuit
Judges from December 12-16, 1977 at
Eastern Kentucky University in Rich-
mond, Kentucky.
Judge Lassiter will teach a course in
Special Problems: ' The • Trig) -fir ---
Progress at the Judicial College.
The instructors e the Judicial
College are noted Kentucky judges,
jurists, lawyers and law professors.
Staff assistance is provided by per-
sonnel of the Administrative Office of
the Courts.
The College will include instruction in..__.
evidence, criminal law, domestic
relations, mental health, trial
procedures, the unified court system,




A special benefit show for "Toys For
Tots," will be presented at the Ken-
tucky Lake Music Barn near New
Concord on Highway 121 on Sunday,
December 11, from two to five p.m.
The regular artists will be per-
forming donating their time and taienis
for the show. The admission is free, but
each one is asked to bring a toy, candy,
fruit, or any non perishable item.
Cosponsor of the show with the
Kentucky lake Music Barn will be the
Bluegrass State CB Club of Murray.
The club will distribute the toys for the
tots from the donations given at the
door on Sunday along with baskets for
the elderly or shutins.
DARK AIR CURED SALE — The familiar auctioneer's chant began early today as Murray's two dark air cured tobac-
co markets opened for a first day sale. In the photo above, some six tobacco buyers make leaf bids to auctioneer
Dan Miller. Tobacco today brought a top price of 51.22 a pound. Growersioose Leaf sold about 150,000 pounds
while Farris sold some 60,000 pounds. An average was not available at press time today. Over a half million poun-
ds sold in MaYfield Testerday-.11i-e-ridark alr cured-sale is slated in Mniiiillie.161`
Staff nolo by Lowell Atchley
Council Authorizes Changes
ln,Local Natural Gas Rates
A change in natural gas rates which
will mean a lower rate for some
residential customers and a slightly
higher rate for some commercial and
industrial customers was authorized by
the Murray Common Council at its
regular meeting last night.
The new rates will be. instituted by
ordinance and will be effective January
15.
Gas'system superintendent Tammy
Marshall explained to the council that
the present rates—iii- ased on the
premise that the more gas used by a
customer, the lower the cost per unit.
"We're no longer in a position to
encourage additional use of gas,"
Marshall said, in recommending the
rate changes.
The new rates will be divided into
only two customer classifications with
a flat rate charge for each 1000 cubic
feet ( mcf ) of gas consumed. The
present rate structure has five different
customer classifications with gas rate
changes at variOus increments
throughout the classifications.
The new rate for residential and
commercial gas users will be based on
$2.50 minimum bill for the first 1000
cubic feet of gas or less. Gas used
beyond the first mcf will be charged at
the rate of $1.85 per mcf.
.The industrial gas rate will be -
creased from $1.39 per mcf to $1.55 per
mg. Marshall explained . that the
reason for the lower rate for industrial
customers is that they are on "in-
teruptible contracts," meaning that the
gas system can cut off their gas in
times of shortage. The system is
-prohibited from cutting off gas to
residential and commercial customers.
A comparison sheet, presented at the
council meeting showed that under the
present rate structure a residential--
customer that consumed 20 mcf would
be billed $38.35. Under the new struc-
ture, that same 20 mcf would cost
$37.65, a decrease of 70 cents.
Action Delayed
The council delayed action on a
request to approve a contract with the
South 641 Water District until after a
council water system committee
meeting that has been scheduled for
Monday, Dec. 12, at 5 p.m.
The committee plans to discuss the
proposed contract at that meeting prior
to meeting with representatives of the
water district concerning the contract.
"I feel we should have more
discussion with their attorney and
consulting firm before the council acts
on this," Mayor John E. Scott said.
_ Lo other business, the council:
— approved on second and final-.
reading ordinances setting the salary
for the city clerk and rezoning property
TVA Faces Toughest Test Today
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (Al') — The
Tennessee Valley Authority began
cutting off electricity to its largest
customer today and braced for what
will be the toughest test of its crippled
power system tonight.
Temperatures in the _seven ,state
region are expected to drop to five
degrees tonight, more than seven
degrees below Wednesday morning's
low when TVA's power system peaked
at 20.8 million kilowatts to meet electric
heating demands.
"The emergency is still critical,"
Louis Gwin, a TVA spokesman, said
today. "We expect an evening peak of
21.2 million kilowatts." The record
peak on TVA's power system providing
electricity to more than seven million
customers is 21.8 million kilowatts set
last January when temperatures
averaged seven degrees below zero.
At midnight Thursday, TVA began
cutting off one million kilowatts of
power to the Department of Energy's
uranium enrichment plants at Oak
Ridge and Paducah, Ky. The two plants
normally use about 3.3 million kilowatts
of power, roughly 15 percent of TVA's
total production.
"The reduction wW occur gradually
to avoid equipment damages," Genii
said. "It will take about two days In
toPY
15 SHOPPING DAYS'TOIL CHRISTMAS
reach the full one million kilowatts." purchased from American Electric
Power and another two millionThe TVA power system still 1 ---1"c"
seven of its largest generators
representing about onethird of its 28
million kilowatt capacity shut down for
repairs.
Maintenance crews working around
the' clock were able to bring two large
generators at its Widows Creek, Ala.,
and Paradise, Ky., plants back on line
Thursday, restoring about 900,000
kilowatts of power.
"We have not been able to find any
additional sources of outside power this
morning," Gwin said. "We're still
getting about two million kilowatts
Luncheon Slated
At Local Library
The third in a series of luncheons at
the Calloway County Public Library
will be held Tuesday, December 13,
from twelve noon to 1:00 p.m., ac-
cording to Carolyn Adams of the
Library staff.
Mrs. Adams said a dozen great cooks
will be present with their favorite
recipes, along with several ladies with
their handcrafted Christmas
decorations to share with the persons
attending the luncheon. Cookbooks,
Christmas books, and mimeographed
copies of the recipes at the luncheon
will be on display.
The luncheon menu will be cream of
corn soup, corn muffins, and a sam-
pling of all the goodies brought by the
cooks,Mrs. Adams said.
Seatin)g space is limited for the
luncheon, and reservations for the
luncheon should be made before
Monday, December 12, at two p.m.
Persons may make reservations by
calling 753-2288, added the,. library
spokesman.
kilowatts through seasonal exchange
agreements with utilities in the South-
west."
TVA spokesman Lee Sheppeard said
a 5 percent voltage reduction remains
in effect. Consumers are still asked to
lower their thermostats and forego
using hot water between peak demand
hours of 5 to 10 p.m. and 3 to 8 p.m, be
•said.
"It may continue tight into Saturday
since the prospect now is for real cold
weather again Saturday morning,"
Sheppard said. "It's really going to be
some time next week before we get
enough of our generators back on line to
meet our loads."
inside toda
along the 121 bypass;
— approved the advertisement for
bids for four pickup trucks, two for the
gas system and two for the water &
sewer system;
— approved the advertisement for
bids for a new sanitation truck and for
two three-wheel sanitation vehicles;
— changed the date and time for the
next meeting to Monday, Dec. 19 at 4:30
p.m.
Also at last- night's meeting, coun-
cilman Howard Koenen asked if
anything could be done to get the traffic
signal at the intersection of 12th and
Main streets back in working order.
The signal has not been working
properly since Friday, Dec. 2 and
Koenen said it "seems out of order that
the signal be out for almost a week."
The state Department of Tran-
sportation is responsible for main-
tenance of the traffic signals and Police
Chief Brent Manning reported that
crews had been working on the signals
during the week.
A four-way stop has been put into use




Several items of routine school
business were' discUsSed at the regular
meeting of the Mill-ray Independent
Board of Education last night.
The board voted to accept a set-
tlement on damaged windows at the
Murray Middle School and authorized
payment .to Presley Plumbing and
Crouch Construction Co.
The board also heard a report on the
human relations committee meeting
from Mrs. Melissa Easley.
On personnel matters, the board
accepted a letter from Jane
Blankenship who will return from a
leave of absence on Jan. 3, 1978 and
approved Susan Jackson as a substitute
teacher.
The Dec. 22 meeting of the board was
cancelled due to the Christmas
holidays.
Y One Section — 18 Pages
There are reasons for Congress' famous deadlocks of
late; says Associated Presswriter Donald M. Rothberg.
Reid his observations today u the Murray Ledger &
Times opinion section, Page 4. '
bitter cold
Clear and bitter cold tonight,
low zero to 5 below. Mostly sunny
and not so cold Saturday, high in
the mid teens to near 20.
Becoming partly cloudy by
Saturday afternoon with a few
snow flurries. Temperatures
dropping into the teens by af-
ternoon. Low tonight zero to five








Deaths & Funerals 18
Horoscopes 5
Let's Stay Well 3
Local Scene 2,3
Opinion Page 4
Sports 5. 6, 7
T.V. Page 12
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MURRAY RESIDENT NAMED OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMAN — Donna Rogers
(left), daughter of W. H. Rogers of Murray. and Debbie Blackmon, both instructors at
the University..of Alabama School of Nursing in Birmingham have been named Out-
standing Young Women of America for 19". Both will be listed in the 19" edition of
the Outstanding Young Women-of America. Each is also being considered for selec-
tion as Alabama's single nominee for competition as one of the Top 10 Outstanding
Youn.g Women of America, to be named later this year. Ms. Rogers received her
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree from Murray State University in 1972.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Joanna Adams, food service
director for the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the week of
December 12 to 16 for the




Monday — chili dog, carrot
and celery sticks, whole
kernel corn, and apple
dessert; Tuesday — fried
chicken, creamed potatoes,
lima beans, cranberry sauce,
rolls, and jelly; Wednesday —
hamburger, french fries,
:--beked beans, and tangerine;
Thursday — pizza, tossed
salad, peach slices, and ice
Dear Santa,
My name is Virginia and though I am now an
adult I still believe in you and in your ability to,_
bring joy on Christmas morning by delivering
exactly what each person wants. However, I
also believe that even you, Dear Santa, could
profit from what I learned on a recent shop-
ping trip to the
THE BLACKFORD HOUSE
The Quality of their merchandise is the best
and their prices are unbelievable.
For example I found: Corduroy jacket and
jean sets - $30.50, corduroy shirts - S16.99,
flannel shirts - $6.99, sweater vests - $230,
sweaters from $11.00, dress shirts from $8.00,
khakis and jeans reasonably priced.
Unfinished furniture including toy chests,
children's chairs, ladder back chairs, tables,
chest-of-drawers, desks and rockers. Brass
planter poles, place mats, napkins, napkin
rings, Christmas ornaments, dishes, antiques,
animal prints, collector prints.
.4And Santa you will Lind smiling, friendly
helpers that gift wrap free. You will also find








cream; Friday — turkey, hot dogs, taco ,salad,
dressing 'and gravy, green vegetables, salads, chef salad,
peas, potatoes, cranberry corn chips, donuts, and sliced
salad, rolls, and Christmas Peaches; Friday — ham-
cookie. burger, turkey and dressing,
CALLOWAY HIGH— vegetables, cranberry salad,
Monday hamburger, chili gelatin: Christmas trees, rolls,
burgers, beef stew, Pumpkin pie, and strawberry
vegetables, salads, chef salad, pie.
corn bread, gelatin pie, and "- MURRAY CITY
fruit cocktail; Tuesday — Glinda Jeffrey, food service
hamburger, fish sandwich, director for the Murray City
spaghetti, vegetables, salads, Schools, has released the
chef salad, french bread, menus for the week of
banana pudding, and snicker December 12 to 16 for the
doodles; Wednesday — lunchrooms at the schools as
hamburger, pizza, spanish follows:
rice, vegetables, salads, MURRAY HIGH—
sandwich, plate with potatO.'Monday cooke of bor.,-
chips, french bread, bequed chicken sandwich, hot "
cheesecake, and apple; tamale casserole, hamburger,
Thursday — cheeseburger, hot dogs, chef salad, fruits'.
and vegetables; Tuesday —
choice of pizza, roast beef,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
W,eclnesday — choice ,of
Christmas dinner, turkey and
dressing, .hamburgers, hot
dogs, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Thursday —
choice of tacos, chuckwagon,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
Friday —' choice of ham
sandwich, chicken fried steak,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, fruits and vegetables.
MURRAY MIDDLE—
Monday — hot dogs with
chili, hamburger, potatoes,
slaw or mixed fruit, and
peanuts; Tuesday — fish
sandwich, pizza, corn, pears
or peaches, and cookie;
Wednesday — hamburgers or
chicken fried steak, potatoes,
or green beans, pineapple or
applesauce, and cookie;
Thursday — Christmas din-
ner, turkey and dressing or
pizza, green peas or corn,
cranberry sauce, mixed fruit,
rolls, and jelly; Friday —
barbeque pork or hamburger,




- Monday — corn dogs,
buttered potatoes, peaches,
and cookie; Tuesday — pizza,
'corn, gelatin with fruit, and
cookie; Wednesday -- turkey
and dressing, green peas,
cranberry sauce, roll and
jelly, Christmas dinner;
Thursday — hamburger,
roundabouts, mixed fruit, and
cookie; Friday — submarine,





2 Daily Plate Lunch
Specials
Meat, 2 Vegetables & Roll
a
Call 753-0265
'and we'll have it ready for you
S. 12th Street, Murray
PerallWila•• •••,_•••• • -
%
. e. •
Cathy Gail Geurin Is Wed
To Mr. Rogers At Church
Miss_ .Cathy. Gail  
daughter of Mrs. Virgil  M. _
FUrfis and-6We S. Geurin of
Murray, and David Eades
Rogers, -son Mr-. and -Mrs.
Elwood Rogers of Philpot,
were married at the First
Baptist Church, Murray, on
Saturday, November 26.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Bro. David
Walters of Shepherdsville at
three p.m.
Preceding and during the
ceremony a program of
wedding music was presented
by Linda Hoffman, organist,
and George Lewis, Jr., and
Gus Robertson, Jr., soloists.
The sanctuary was banked
with urns of fern illuminated
with cathedral tapers in brass
candelabra. The family pews
were marked with white satin
bows, candles, and greenery.
Bride'EDress
The bride was given in
marriage by her stepfather,
Virgil M. Harris. She wore a
formal gown of white silk
faced peau designed by Mr.
Walter. The high neckline,
sheer yoke, and shoulders of
the bodice Were lavishly
trimmed with imported lace
and heavily pearled with hand
applied seed pearls. The full
bishop sleeves were adorned
with lace motifs and lace
cuffs. The empired a-line skirt
and attached chapel train
were embellished with lace
and pearls.
-Completing the bridal en-
semble was a waltz length of
veil of illusion encircled "with
matching lace. Her jewelry
was_ a diamond pendant. She
carried a bridal bouquet of
yellow rosebuds and
stephanotis.
Miss Nancy Spann Was the
maid of honor. Miss Debbie
Rogers of Philpot, Miss Julie
Billington, and Miss Claudia
Billington were the
' -bridesmaids. ""-
Each of the attendants wore
a formal pit of rust quana
knit, carried a bouquet of rust,
yellow, and salmon colored
french silk flowers, wore a
headpiece of matching silk
flowers, and wore a gold
pendant, gift of the bride.
Cheryl Billington and Kellye
Geurin were junior
bridesmaids. . They wore
formal gowns of light beige
eyelet with rust velvet sashes,
an wore headpieces of...silk
flowers to match their
bouquets of silk flowers
identical to those of the other
attendants. They wore gold
pendants as their jewelry.
Steve Rowe of Owensboro
served the groom as best man.
Jim Yonts of Louisville, Peter
Walters of Bowling Green, and
Scott Rogers of Owensboro,
brother of the grobm, served
as groomsmen. Steve Geurin,
brother of the bride, served as
usher.
The groom, his atiendants,
and the: fathers wore tan
tuxVdoes trimmed in brown
velvet. Each wore a yellow
rosebud boutonniere.
Mrs. Virgil M. Harris chose
for her daughter's wedding a
formal gown of pink quana
knit. The Grecian lines of the
bodice were dramatized byl
jeweled Vim outlining the
cape collar and underscoring
WHIPPED CREAM
Rosettes .or = dollops of •
whipped cream for eggnog
may be made in advance
Place them on a sheet of
waxed paper covering a
cootie sheet and freeze Then
repack them in a freezer
container, placing waxed
paper between layers of
dollops. They'll defrost in


















Open Sunda) 1-4 1.1
Christmas
k
Airs. David Eades Rogers
the bodice. She wore a corsage
of gardenias.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Elwood Rogers, wore a formal
gown of blue qiana knit
featuring _a cowl neckline.
Gardenias were used for her
corsage.
Mrs. Guy Billington arid
Mrs. Muncie Geurin of
Murray and Mrs. V. R. Harris
of Paducah, grandmothers of
the bride, wore formal gowns
and glamelia corwges.
Miss Cara Near Wended'
the.register at the church.
The wedding was directed




ceremony a reception was
held at the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
The table, covered with a
white satin cloth with
greenery and satin bows, was
adorned with a four tiered
wedding cake, decorated with
fall cut flowers, brass punch
bowl, brass candelabra, and
an arrangement of fall flowers
including snapdragons, and
yellow, bronze, and gold
mums.
Assisting in the serving
were Mrs. Sue Spann, Mrs.
Patsy Bethel, Miss Paula
Lyoriii. Miss Lisa Benson of
LouigVille, Miss Betty Fairris,
Miss Rachel Baar, and Miss
Pam Tucker.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip with the bride
wearing a dress of white knit
with a pink suede cloth vest.
She wore her mother's cor-
sage of gardenias.
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers are
now residing in Hopkinsville.
Rehearialtrinner* '
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Rogers, parent; of the groom,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held on Friday,
November 25, at the Triangle
Inn.
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Color
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Minimum 10 For $4.90





Free Perking In Peer
PARKER FORD, Inc.
DUNN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Reid
DIM13 of Dexter Route One are
the parents of a baby boy,
Ashley. Dewalne, weighing
eleven pounds one 'ounce,
measuring twenty-one inches
born on Theaday, Decembett,
at 4:12 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
They have one daughter,
Antonia Michelle, age 21/2, and
another son, Trice Reid, age
1/2.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Dunn of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Dee Osbron of Hazel
Route Two. Great, grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Ahart of Dexter Route
One, Mr. and M1ar Rupert Nix
of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie Osbron of Hazel.
Great great grandparents are
Mrs. Fannie Scott of Dexter
and Roy Hart of Hazel.
Give Yourself A-
Christmas Gift!
v Permanent v Dermetics Cuts
v Pedicure ,P.M. Plus v Manicure
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
To Serve You...
Owner, Brenda Harper
Glenda Roberts & Pat Taylor
1YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU '
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME. LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Out Business'









*Several models with browner
*Tap & Touch with meat probe and browner
*Space Saver with defrost cycle
We carry a complete line of Tappan Products
Steele & Allbritten
South 3rd At Maple 753-5341
Murray, Ky.
1101631036,1046400,N103046,404,04110,;
1.11 VS PONTA", SOU
WS Another Winning Weekend! ito
CAVA I 






Fri. & Sat. 7:25, 9:40
United
Maas
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 or over only
7—
Thru Wed. ! 77:3°30




Thru Wed. Mon.-Thur. - 7:30
Fri. az Sat. - 7:25, 9:00
This movie has heart, soul, blood, 'guts,
perspiration and,
plenty of muscle.





-The Gauntlet" "World's Greatest Lover"




Girls (R) Mob (R)
1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat. Mites
What A Great Idea!
OUT gift books make ideal Christmas
' prnientc and you (Ion (01 tn, n cc 00i
Jr .. value for only S4 50'
cArea,J11111.-
_





By F.J.L Blasingarne. M.D. school children. Accident
0: Mrs.' V. G. writes for prevention is a large area
-advice on teaching her in which prevention is very
children .abotit cancer. She.. __important The  relatiqn-
believes that they should ship between drugs and
learn about- its _preveutaraiv --au tamotaiLe...._a ccid en t s
and signs. "When can such should be pointed out. The
be started without fright- fact should be "clearly
ening a child Unduly abOUI—Stattd -that deperireiteeliti
these forms of disease and a drug for happiness or
where can I obtain such support is a sign of weak-
information?" she asks. ness - not of maturity and
A: I believe that such strength.
information about cancer Older children need to be
should be taught to chil- told about the seven sigps
dren with an emphasis on of cancer. Young girls in
health. high school should receive
Such an approach can be instruction at school and at
started during _their gram- home about self-examina-
mar ischool years and tion of their breasts for
given in more detail during -lumps and the importance
high school training. If later of early detection of
healtli is emphasized, the cancer of the uterus.
facts should not create If your schools are not
anxiety or fear about can- teaching -such courses
cer. In fact, most children about health and the pre-
appear to have little worry vention of disease, it
about serious symptoms, should be . called to the
perhaps because most attention of the school
youngsters have not had _board or superintendent_ of
such experiences. For education. Instructional
example, educational pro- material is available from
grams dealing with the Roswell Park Memorial
relation of lung cancer to Institute in Buffalo, New
cigarette smoking -have York, your local chapter of,
been ineffective among the American Cancer Soci-
young persons. Apparent- ety, or your health depart-
1)', they have little fear ment. Television and radio'
about a serious illness could well give more time
later in life and reason that to health education, includ-
such an outcome is more ing_info.rmation about can-
likely to affect others. . •cer.
Emphasis sfiOuld be-on Stineys show a shocking
prevention, such as avoid- amount of ignorance on
ing damage to skin from health subjects among the
excessive exposure to di- public. More educational
rect sunlight. The dangers efforts are needed with
of the use of any form of emphasis on prevention
drugs ( including alcohol) _ and early care, and infor-
should be 'clearly brought mation about cancer
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By Abigail Van Buren
'977 L, The Ch,cago Tf.bune N Y 5 Syria Inr
DEAR ABBY: In answer to CURRENTLY IN LIMBO,
who was sure her well-known husband was on drugs but
didn't know what to do about it, you were absolutely right!
He must admit that he needs help before anything can be
done for him.
But what about the wife? She's going out of her mind
worrying about him. A few years I was in a similar
situation-only it was my son who was on drugs. I felt so
,gujIty and helpless. I didn't know where to turn. Then I
discovered FAMILIES - ANONYMOUS.
After attending one meeting I had my first good-night's
sleep in years! From other members who had experienced
-the agonies I had. been through, I learned how to handle
my son. When he saw the, change in my attitude, his
attitude began to change and so did he. It was just_like a
miracle!
He is now clean and happily married, and best of all, we
are a loving family.
Abby, please check us out and tell your readers about
this wonderful group.
GRATEFUL
DEAR GRATEFUL: I have checked you out, 'and know
that you are a legitimate self-help group. There are UR




FAMILIESANONYMOUS meets in nearly every major -
city of the United States land Canada) to teach parents
how to communicate with rebellious, delinquent or difficult
to handle children of any age.
For the location of a meeting in your area, write:
Families Anonymous, Inc., P.O. Box No. 344, Torrance,
Calif. 90501, and please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope- for their response as they are "a non-profit
, organization run by volunteers.
DEAR ABBY: Et% e months ago I gave my father a gift
certificate to a massage parlor for his 55th birthday. Since
many months had passed and he had not used it, I
wondered why.
Then a letter appeared in yours cplumn from HURT
- WIFE. askipx why a church-going, happily married, man
would visit a massage parlor. You offered -a number of
reasons? "Curiosity, lust, an itch for variety, fear of
missing something, temporary insanity.. etc.."
I gave my rather a gift certificate to a massage parlor for
a perfectly legitimate reason-to treat„him to a relaxing
massage. The fact, that, ha-has-not yet taken-,advantage of
-it, I attribute to prejudgments such as yours. I think you
owe all legitimate masseurs and masseuses an apology.
HURT SON
_
DEAR SON: And to them I apologize. But my judgment
about massage parlors is based on the fact that literally
thousands of dubious massage parlors have sprung up in
recent years. And the massages (unlike beauty) offered
there are more than skin deep.
DEAR ABBY: You can do every elementary and junior
high school teacher a huge favor by suggesting that from a
teacher's point of view, the best Christmas or Hanukkah
gift a parent can buy their children is a set of pencils with
the student's name printed on them.
Teachers spend a lot of time settling arguments
regarding ownership of pencils.
SEVENTH GRADE TEACHER
DEAR TEACHER: Thanks for a dandy suggestion.
VVrite on, teacher!
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abbv's
new booklet "What 'Teenagers Want to Know." write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose




He II be at the
Dixieland Center
MCCUAN GIRL
Alyson Renee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Steve
McCuarl. of Farmingitan
Route One for their baby girl,
born on Monday, October 31,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McCuan of
Farmington Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard Rodgers
of Mayfield.
-GILBERTBOY
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Gilbert of
Sedalia Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Derek
Allen, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on
Saturday, November 12. at
1:20 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
They have one daughter,
Chastity, age nineteen
months. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gilbert of
Sedalia Route One and Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Pickering
of South Fulton, Tn..
TIM COMMUNITY
- CAI AE NDAR
Friday, December 9
High School Lock-in at First
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall will be at ten p.m.
North  Pleesent -('rove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Chureh--will have a- 'church
wide dinner and Christmas
party at DeVanti's at 6:30_
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will have a potluck
dinner in honor of all widows
of Masons at the new lodge
hall at six p.m.
Christmas open house will
be held at the Jaycee Center,
Mayfield Highway 121, from
7:30 to 11:30 p.m. for members
of the Oaks Country Club and
their guests.
The drama, "Harvey," will
be presented by Murray State
University Theatre at eight
p.m.
Annual Delta Sigma -Phi
arts and craffsTestival will be
held at Beshear Gym, Student
Center, MSU. For information
call 753-9135.
Exhibits of drawings and
paintings by Martha Stalion,
Goshen, Ohio, paintings by
Gary Logsdon, Litchfield, and
-Pamela Troutman..
crwensboro, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine'
Arts _Center, MSU, and con-
tinue through December 21.
International Friendship
Dinner will be at First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at six
p.m.
Saturday, December 10 -
Young Adult Sunday School
Class of Poplar-Spring Baptist
Church will -have a• potluck
slipper at the home of 0. B.
and' Bobbie Cook at 6t.30
Senior Citizens may take the
round trip by bus to Nashville,'
Tn., at cost of $16, and call 753-
3934 for information.
'Seventh annual Christmas
bazaar of Immanuel Lutheran
Church will be at the Calloway
Public Library from nine a.m.
to five p.m.
Churchwide potluck of
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will be at the Murray
Woman's Club house at six
p.m.
Annual Delta Sigma Phi
arts and crafts festival will
continue all day at Beshear
Gym, Student Center, Murray
State.
"Harvey" will be presented
by the Murray State
University Theatre at eight
p.m.
Willing Workers Club af
Hazel will start serving plates
at $1.54 each at 5:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with a musical program to
-follow.
Young Adult Sunday School
Class of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church will have a potluck
supper at the home of O. B.
and Bobbie Cook at 6:30 p.m.
Chapter M of PW will have
a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Frank Albert
Stubblefield with Mrs. John C.
Quertermous as cohostess.
Note change in time.
PoUr Wheel Drive Pull,
sponsored by American
Legion, will be at the Ex-










I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town .-• . good shoppil, local attractions, community
OPPartunities.
And my baskets full.of useful gifts to please your
family. •






First Baptist Church BYW
will have a' husband and wife
Christmas potluck at six p.m.
at the Fellowship Hall. ,
Sunday, December 11
it:fumy: -Country _Club will
have its Christmas party and
open house from four to seven
"Toys For Tots" benefit will
be held at Kentucky Lake
Music Barn near New Concord
farm two to five p.m. This will
be regular show with artists
donating talent. No admission
but each person is requested
to bring a toy, candy, fruit,
etc., for a child which will be
distributed along with baskets
for the elderly by the
Bluegrass CB Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenton T.
White will be honored on their
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at-the home of
their son-in-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen
Pool, 1604 Locust Drive,
Murray. All friends and
relatives are invited to call
between two and four p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church's
music groups of Sunshower
and Playground, along with
the church puppets, will
present a music special at the
University Center auditorium,
North 16th. Street', "a1 'eight
p.m. •
Piano recital by James R.
Wright, Cahokia, Ill., will be
at Old Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 3:30 p.m.
Meat cutting
at warehouses?
Up to 6 cents per retail
pound of beef could be saved
if retailers would cut and
package meat at their ware-
houses instead of grocery
stores, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculttre.
one.pt the bigge4,problems
to overcome is consumer re-
sistance to new marketing
techniques, says the Depart-
ment. And economists note
that consumers probably
would not see a significant
drop in meat prices if the new
techniques were adopted, but










Van Pittman Is Honored
Van Pittman who was four
years old on December 4 was
honored with a birthday party
at his home near New
Providence on Monday,
December 5, at two p.m.
The young children enjoyed
playing together. Refresh-
ments were served and party
fevers given eitelt-child.
• Children attending were
Jasap and  Gretchen_
Spiceland, Michael and
Barbara Casteel, Aaron
Colson, Jason Summers, Erin
Grogan, Antonia and Trice
Reed-Dunn, Andrew Falwell, --
Grant Pittman, and Van
Pittman.
Mothers present were Mrs.
Steve Spiceland, Mrs. Ed
Casteet-Mrs:-Johrmy -entsair, -
Mrs. Bob Summers, Mrs.
Bany---Grogan,
Reid Dunn, Mrs. Grundy
Falwell, and _Mrs. Davy
Pittman, mother of the
honored boy.
•
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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Americans know a lot of ways to
enjoy steak, and one of the liveliest
is Jerry's Steak on a Stick. Its
delicious marinated beef chunks,
. tomatoes, onion and peppers,
served with onion rings. French
fries; and tossed salad.




















- Job 241:tr -
After Job's counselors were reduced
to.sileriee„ the bewildered and bereaved
servant of God recalled the halcyon
days of Lore when he was in the prime
of his young auTth--5.4 when he was
enjoying sweet fellowship with God,
when God's blessings were showered
upon him in abundance, when he was
enjoying greatly the companionship of
his ten children„and when his material
prosperity was at its peak. In his
anguish and sorrow over the loss of his
children, and while it seemed to him
that his previous condition of bliss and
blessing was in the dim and distant
past, and thinking of God had deserted
or turned against him, Job yearned for
the return of the satisfaction which was
his when he was aware of God's
preservation, presence, and protection.
- Job 40:6-9 --
Job did not hesitate to admit his in-
significance or unimportance, but, as
many , others .have done, he spoke at
great length too freely in defending and
trying to justify himself, and by in-
plying that God had not been fair in
dealing with him. God rebuked Job for
obscuring the divine providence by his
ignorant and irresponsible talk, and
challenged lttm with the inquiry if he
thought that he could take God's place
and do better than He had done.
Exposing Job's guilt in criticizing God
for the manner in which lie operated,
and in an effort to get him to straighten
out his thinking, God asked Job four
penetrating and rhetorical questions
which did not require vocal answers,
namely, if he meant to label Him as
being unfair, to find fault with Him on
order to make himself appear to be
right, to pit his human strength against
that .of his Creator, and to match his
voice with that of the Maker. These
pointed, personal, and penetrating
questions exposed Job's lack of
wisdom, made• him aware of his great
guild in questioning what God had done
Looking Back
10 \ears A7go
Mrs. Ella Hamlin was presented with
a Kentucky Colonel's commission from
Gov. Edward Breathitt with Rep.
Charlie Lassiter making the presen- -
tatiorr. She will be 100 years old in May
1968.
Deaths reported include Mrs. P. M.
Armstrong.
The Rev. W. Tom Stewart is serving
as pastor of the Kirksey Baptist
Church.
In high school basketball games the
Calloway County Lakers beat Mayfield
and Murray Tigers lost to Paducah
Tilghman. Stan Key and Darrell
Cleaver were high scorers for
Calloway, Walter Clapp for Mayfield,
Allan Beane and Bobby Rutledge for
Murray, and Steve Steber for Paducah.
"Boots Jeffrey and Howie Crittenden
take off this morning for Howie's old
home area for some bird hunting,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
20 Years Ago
A fifteen million dollar project has
approv eft for She East Fork of the
Clarks River Watershed, according to
Director Robert Lee Bolin, Division-of
Flood Control. and Water Usage, U. S.
Department of Conservation.
Marine PFC James T. Cook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cookjs serving
with the Third Marine Division, Third
Regiment, on special assignment in the
Philippine Islands.
Santa Claus and his real live reindeer
will appear in Murray on December 16
to see all the children of Murray and
surrounding area.
hi high schoabiisietball games New
Concord beat Almo, and Murray
Training beat Farmington. Gene
Hendon got 15 for New Concord,
Thomas Lamb got 18 for Almo, Billy
Rogers got 22 for Murray Training, and
Smith got 22 for Farmington.
the piano students of Mrs. D. F.
McConnell will present a recital on
December 14 at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
30 Years Ago
I'r,?Earle C. Clements and Lawrence W.
•Wetherby were inaugurated as
Governor and Lt. Governor respec-
ti% el) of Kentucky in ceremonies today
at Frankfort. Among those from
Murray attending were T. 0. Turner,
Judge Pink Curd, Judge Rafe Jones,
and Squire Bill Patterson.
The temperature was reported at a
low of 25 degrees this morning.
The Dexter School will have an open
house on December 12. This will be
sponsored by the DexterMothers Club.
Williams of New Concord High School
basketball team continues to lead the
scoring with 86 points in seven games
to date. Crouch of Lynn Grove is second
with 79 points, according to statistics
compiled by Don Brumbaugh.
The Murray State Racers got their
third straight basketball win over
Anna,. 111...nom. _Peeler was high (or
Murray with 22 points.
or had permittedto tie- done; brought
forth his confession that he had spoken
unwisely, and reduced him to silence.
Job 42 : 14
lob affirmed the omnipotence and
omniscience of-GM, Stiff thet hastened
to acknowledge his stupidity in talking
so freely about what he did not un-
derstand. Like many of us, Job did
wrong in expressing his opinion about
things which God had done. It should
never have been a matter of personal
concern with Job as to what God had
done or why He did it.
God intervened and Job received a
fresh vision of His holiness. That
resulted in a new realization of the
sinfulness of his own heart. This vision
humbled Job greatly. While standing in
the presence of God his self-
righteousness vanished, as is true of
anybody. In the dust of humility and in
the ashes of contrition Job truly
repented of his unworthy and resentful
thought about God, such as thinking
God had dealt unjustly with him, and_
doubting God's ability or willingness to
punish the wicked in keeping with what
the patriarch thought they deserved.
After confessing that he had talked
about things beyond. his com-
prehension, Job sought and obtained
God's forgiveness. Rash and
irresponsible talk usually results in
embarrasment and frequently in sin-
cere regret.
Seeing God in his perfection, Job also
repented on account of what he was, as
well as because of what he had said.
Abhorring himself, Job repented, an
prostrated himself in helplessness and
complete dependence on God.
Genuinely repenting, Job trusted
himself to the sovereignty and wisdom
of God, and his faith became more
meaningful. Out of his personal ex-
perience with God, Job realized that
God was in control of theimiveraetthat 
He , was concerned about the correct
solution of his personal problems, and
that He was the source from which his
inner peace had come. Out of the Divine
appreciation of the patriarch's attitude
and action, God saw to it that ere long
Job's fortunes changed dramatically.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. 16, the 350th
day of 1977. There are 15 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1773, American
colonists diguised as Indians boarded a
British ship in Boston Harbor and
dumped 342 chests of tea overboard.
The tax protest went down in history as
the Boston Tea Party.
On this date:
In 1770, German composer Ludwig
van Beethoven was born.
In 1809, Napoleon Bonaparte was
divorced from the Empress Josephine
by an act of the French Parliament.
In 1916, the monk who wielded
powerful influence over the Russian
court, Gregory Rasputin, was mur-
dered.
In 1944, the World War II Battle of the
Bine as bentIblIght
In 1960, two airliners crashed after
colliding over New York Harbor, and
131 people were killed. - -
In 1963, Democratic Sen. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts walked out
of a Boston hospital six months after his
back had been broken in an airplane
crash. -
Ten years ago: A 28-nation U.N.
committee approved a treaty which the
United States and the Soviet Union had
proposed for the rescue of space ex-
plorers in distresS.
Five years ago: The U.S. Apollo 17
astronauts began their return to earth
after the last manned landing on the
moon for perhaps decades. t
One year ago: A national program of
swine flu innoculations in the United
States was halted because of concern
that some shots may have had serious
side effects.
Today's birthdays: Retired auto
executive James Roche is 71 years old.
Television producer and director
George Schaeffer is 57.
• ,
N
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Busing, Stage II
• system.
What makes this remarkable 'is that
, the school committeetis no longer the
bastion of bitter-end anti-buiers. Its
chairman, Kathleen Sullivan, provides
moderate leadership that accepts the
inevitability if not the wisdom of court-
ordered busing. She led all candidates
for re-election-Nov. 8, when Boston's
- voters elected the committee's first




But the new school committee is
treated no differently than the- old
school committee by Judge Garrity. He
and What Miss Sullivan calls "those
crazy experts of his” are not surren-
dering control. That suggests continued
white exodus from the system, where
Garrity's rule brought,/ soaring per-
pupil costs without improving
education. "The victims are the kids,"
Miss Sullivan told us.
This is Stage II of Boston's busing.
Violence and demonstrations have
ended, and one-issue politicians are
driven from office. But liberals
elsewhere make a mistake if they in-
terpret this as approval of busing. "The
people don't.go out and chant slogans,"
Miss Sullivan told us. "They merely
creep out of the system."
Unable to lick the judge, they escape
him. Since Garrity's busing order in
June 1974, white school enrollment
dropped from 58,000 to 29,000. Experts
had predicted a normal yearly loss If,
3,000 whites thanks to population
patterns--12,000 over the last four
years. So, an additional 17,000 white
students have left tha system because
of busing. In a city where the black
population is nearing 60 percent.
A classic case is the Morris School in
the West Roxbury section, which in
November 1974 had an all-white
enrollment of 347. A 1975 "Masters
Panel" of distinguished citizens (ap-
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BOSTON—When federal District
Judge W. Arthur Garrity Jr. on Nov. 29
made clear that he—not the elected
Boston School Committee—will
ultimately decide which schools close
here, he continued the Judie-lel
overlordship that has driven half the
city's white students out of the school_
WRITE TO POLITIC IANSt4,".
As a service to our readers, "'the
Murray Ledger 81 Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving Our area. -
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirkwn Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500-or by writing to thernin care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 St. 3-rd Street.:
Murray. Ky. 42071
pointed by Garrity) recommended, as
part of a citywide plan, 260 whites and
70 blacks at Morris. But Garrity
rejected the whole plan and redrew
school boundaries to insure a 50-50
racial mix. ..The t result: current
enrollment at Morris is 23 whites and
123 blacks. The whites have disap-
peared.
Nor has ihe exodus concluded. A
Garrity-ordered school reassignment
last summer ( later suspenced) led
many white liberals finally to give up
and put their children in private
schools. Garrity's resistance to the
special program for gifted students has
lowered another possible- barrier to
flight from city schools.
The decline of the Morris School
enrollment, down from 347 to 146 in
three years, is no extreme example.
Unfilled schools, along with busing
costs, have boosted costs per pupil to
over $3,000 (and $5,500 at embattled
South Boston High).
To Mayor Kevin White, the tragedy is
that high costs have produced
education no better and likely worse
than it was. But Garrity, and his chief
expert, Boston Univerisity Dean of
Education Robert A. Dentler, have
fought school closings as a covert at-
tempt at resegregation.
When we interviewed Miss Sullivan
and Dean Dentler on television in
September 1976, Dentler steadfastly
denied (any white flight. "It was then
for the first time," Miss Sullivan told us
more than a year later, "that I realized
how little those people understood what
was going on."
Ignorance of political realities is
characteristic of colonial rule by
overlords who don't live in the political
unit they control. Garrity lives in
suburban Wellesley, Dentler in
Leitington.
Garrity obviously regards Boston's
PolitiCiaos, and people with intense
suspicion. Although he may relinquish
school contra in about two years,
Garrity exhibits a paternalistic need to
protect Bostonians from them-
selves—another colonial charac-
teristic. So, at the Nov. 29 hearing on
school closings, Garrity gave no sup-
port for Miss Sullivan's hope that the
Nov. 8 elections would induce the judge
to "get out of the business of running
the schools."
The constitutional scholar Raoul
Berger; in "Government by Judiciary"
(Harvard University Press), con-
cludes: "The judges might begin by
curbing their reach for policymalcing
power, by withdrawing from extreme
measures such as administration of
school systems—govenrment by
decree—which have disquieted even
sympathizers with the ultimate ob-
jectives. Such decrees cannot rest on
the assertion that the Constitution
demands busing, when in turn it is the
justices who require it in contravention
of the framers' intention to leave such
matters to the states."
For Garrity to take that advice would
be welcome news for Bostonians and
their elected school committee, who
want nothing more than to run their




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have, question Or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E: Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 453111: Wit will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
-447-Cart you telt me-what-group health -.
insurance plan is? Is there any ad-
vantage to having this type in-
surance?—F.C.
A. A group plan is one that might be
made available to you by your em-
ployer, labor union, profession or other
organization. As you enter into a group
plan, you may be covered
automatically-or, as is more common,
after a specified waiting period, such as
30,60 or 90 days. Your protection may
end when you leave the group.
However, it is often possible to convert
your group coverage to an individual or '
family policy when you leave the group.
If you leave a group plan, you should
check with the, representatives of that
group plan to see if you can convert the
policy.
There are certain advantages to
group insurance:
—Premiums are lower because in-
surance companies can administer
group plans more economically.
—The employer or other group
policyholder often pays your portion of
the premium in the case of an em-
ployer-employee relationship.
- Individuals- are elegible for group
protection regardless of physical
condition. (Ncrrrnally -there Must-be-10
or more people involved before this is
true.)
For people who are interested in
purchasing a health insurance policy,
Heartline has developed a book to help
them understand what they are getting..
"Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance" covers many. ...of the am-
biguous clauses in insurance policies,
the basic coverage a policy should
contain and a policy 'checklist so you
can find out the exact coverage your
policy has. A copy can be obtained by
sending $1.50 to "Heartline's Guide to
Health Insurance," Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
Q. I am receiving Social Security and
Supplemental Security Income
benefits. If _I move to anothesstate, will
I be eligible for SSI benefitsr—S.K. -
A. If you are now living in a state that
pays a supplement and move to one that
does 110t, you could possibly lose your
SSI benefits. But, if you are living in a
state that does not pay a supplement
and move to one that does, your SSI
benefits would be increased,, _
Q. I am getting Social Security black
lung benefits. Is there any medical
coverage for black lung?—R.C.
A. Yes, from the U. S. Department of
Labor. You must file an application at
your Social Security district office. This
claim will be sent to the Department of
Labor and processed as a new black
lung claim.
If you are found eligible under the
Department of Labor's standards for
total disability, you will be entitled to
medical coverage for treatment of your
lung problems of related heart
problems. These benefits are
retroactive to the filing date, or in some
inslances, retroactive to January 1,
1974. -
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
ongress And Deadlocks
WASHINGTON (AP) — Everyone
seems to have a theory on why
Congress is deadlocked on so many
issues this session. But no one seems to
know what to do libotit it.
The various theories include changes
in Congress, particularly the House,
which have lessened the power of the
leadership; 'add the fact that' SO-me
tough issues that have been around for
a while have come to a head this
session.
'Rep. Barber B. Conable Jr. of New
York, a -senior House Republican,
suggests that "the issues that we've got
to deal with really are sticky ones. As
the old saying goes, if they were easy,
we'd have dealt with them long ago."
Hosyever one tries to explain it, there
is widespread agreement that the first
half of the 95th Congress may be known
more for what it hasn't been able to do
than for its accomplishments.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn., is a
second-term congressman, a status
that once was a guarantee of
anonymity. But he never accepted the
axiom that junior House members are
rarely seen and never heard. He helped
organize 80 moderates and liberals
among the younger members into a
bloc that wields considerable influence.
"A deal would have been cut on
energy long ago if it had been left to the
old guard," said Moffett in a brief in-
terview during a break in the
deliberations of the Senate-House
conference committee which has made
little progirs in trying to reach a
coniprost.K the non-taic op of
 Ao the energy legislation. -
Despite the deadlock, Moffett con-
- tends Congress deserves credit for
facing the energy problem.
"Two years ago, therg. wqs total
paralysis in this town 'on Chitty," he
said.
Conable talked about Houge reforms
and noted that "one committee
chairinafi used to be able to sjieak for
his committee with some confidence
back during the days of unquestioned
seniority and autocratic rule.
Nowadays, he has to nurture the
opinions not only of his subcommittee
chairmen, but even of the rebellious
and ambitious young men who make up
his rank andfli."
Energy and Security ace two
highly visible issues on which Congress
has remained deadlocked, and
legislators managed only this week to
resolve a four-month-old battle over
abortion. No simple theory applies tip-
any of them.
Abortion is a highly volatile,
emotional issue which has plagued
Congress since the Supreme Court
ruled that state laws flatly prohibiting
abortions were unconstitutional
violations of an individual's right of
privacy.
That ruling and a subsequent decision
that the government had no con-
stitutional obligation to pay for abor-
tions left the volatile question of the use
of federal funds squarely in the hands of
Congress.
Another question on which feelings
run very strong is whether the federalo
goyeryunerti_ should regulate. the price
of natural_ gas. Deregulation is not a
new issue.
The pro-and anti-deregulation forces
have been fighting since 1954, when the
Supreme Court ruled that the gover-
nment 6ouIct Set prices for natural gas.
The year the court issued its ruling,
Congress voted to strip the government
of authority to set gas prices. But
DwightD.-Eisenhower vetoed the bill. -
That was -the last_ time the
deregulation forces prevailed on
Capitol Hill. Last year, the Senate voted
to drop government price controls
while the House voted to keep ther%
The election-year session was coming
to a close and no attempt was made to
reach a compromise.
Legislation to deal with financial
problems in the Social Security System
has run into the political reality that no
one wants to push for a substantial tax
increase as an election year ap-
proaches.
Most cases come down to issues that
were never easy to resolve, to
traditional political pressures and to a
changing membership that prizes in-
dependehce above party loyalty.
"It's Politically wise to be viewed as
an independent or maverick," said
Moffett. "But it makes it much more
difficult to govern."
Bible Thought
Be ye kind to one another.
Ephesiaos 4:32.
14.1 the mark of distinction bet-
ween civilfred , and barbarous. peoplc.
Be 'Civilize&
v.
' S• • V
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Your Individual "
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1077
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES --
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Be careful in your ap-
proaches. Alsiv-be enthtishistk
about all endeavors e,.- year
-efforts may not impress, may
not produce the results you
seel.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Do not let a desire for comfort
or pleasure cause you to neglect
duties important to your future.
Be tactful in making requests,
not demanding.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Do not fret over delays or
disappointments. Meet ob-
stacles with composure: YOU
can overcome them all.
CANCER
( Jim 22 to July 23) 60
If dubious about certain
matters, give them further
study and, if necessary, seek
expert advice. In leisure time,
devote yourself to a hobby for a
change-of pace.-- - -
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 1/21
Collaborate on -a program
with associates who have allied
interests and principles. Some
excellent ideas could result
from a "meeting of minds."
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP%.
Friends, associates may want
to change some plans. Consider
carefully before objecting. You
May iee nw yokes.
LIBRA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23) -Arl
One of your ideas which
others might consider
"visionary" seems to have solid
foundation, so give it more
thought and don't let others
discourage you.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rrl,
A day calling for flexibility.
I5on't adhere rigidly to a Course
when new developments
definitely call for a change of
SAGITTARIUS
i-fiev-.43-4e Dee: 2:11-140--
Your impulse to "get going"
--ohe- ----
gisaociates are ready to Join Y911.
Forcing matters will only lead
to dissension.
CAPRICORN--
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vf)
With further thought, you now
see possibilities in hitherto
barren areas of achievement so,
If you're in a mood to take a
chance, go ahead. Success
likely.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good stellar Influences.





X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may not be in the best
position to take action on a
cherished project just now, but
that -needn't deter you from











WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P 0. Box 1309
601 E 14th Si
Owensboro. Kt 42301
l"..))1 Collect (502) 926 4248
YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly talented and will show
definite leanings toward certain
interests early in life. Follow
-your intuition: it is potent You
have an intense love of freedom
and independence and may
eschew marriage and
domesticity for fear of being
"trapped." _Wbere your. career
is concerned, you have many
choices, notably in the business
and (Or) financial world; in
music, literature, medicine, the
law or science. You have an
ardent nature, but are not
particularly demonstrative;
love the outdoors, sports and
animals. Birthdate of: Cesar
Franck_ noted composer_;
Emily Dickinson, Amer. poet;




"Featherfoot" is a program
sponsored by a manufacturer
here to remind the drivers of
its 500 company vehicles to g
avoid jack rabbit starts, to re- 114
duce _time spell. with .auto...en-
gines idling, to drive at steady
speeds and to keep the engine
tuned.
These suggestions have saved
$724,000-worth of gasoline for
Honeywell in the past year and
increased the fleet's average
mileage by 2.5 miles per gallon




• 4 pack of oil
• Quart of bar lubricant
• Spark plug
• Spark plug wrench
• Extra cutting chain
• Chain file and












Ideal topper for jumpers and jeans.. Basic short
sleeved knit top, in sizes 2 to 4.
MENS & BOYS
CREW SOCKS
Choose men's Orlon crews, Nylon rib anklets.
Nylon cable fancy anklets and Orlon tube socks






An 8" boot with tough leather uppers; sub-zero
insulation and suede lining. Thick oil resistant







2 motors for power ,C111
quality: features extra
tools, easy-roll wheeLs,





2 1 88—!eq. 24.95
20-Pc. Corelle Set
Dinnonvero tot conteins four of mete: largo 11111111111141014111
Peet, 13-etrace bowls, elleriliebie cups ani sewers.
Mee, geld, grove end welts.
100-ct. pack will










gives so .much corn-
fort, plus a close











Super gifts for the kitchen! Choose the Dor-
meyer can opener and stand mixer, Hamilton
Beach's electric knife, Eastern's Mini-Fry,





Reg. 39-114 $3 100
ealiASOIIK
Maim
AC/Battery porlabee cassere recorder with
tone control aid built-in condenser
micropluine. Auto-Stop mechanism safe-
guards tape head anclenhances battery life
34" PM dynamic kpeaker Fasy-Matic cir-
cuitry. All pushbutton operation FF and
rewind. Mic,in jack fo‘ optional external
mic. Oritional car adaptor RP-911 available












YOUR o 7'HOICE 
REG.
87C. _..., _
Brock's tender jellies in the
2-lb. tie top bag._ Choose .orange
slices, spiced jelly drops, fruit






\ Gives hair-extra body;-- extra






ors. Dries to gloss











- Equal Opportunity Employer









smoker stand in asscr-
ied slyie, aryl color, to
Compliment (iv room in
your home Not




By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 64, St. Peter's 61
• Cornell 76, Bucknell 69
Princeton 72. Ford1)am 50
Rutgers62, Columbia 48
Ursinus 91, Johns Hopkins
89.01
SOUTH
Duke 91, SMU 67
Richmond 71, Atlantic Chris
_Vanderbilt 53 Citadel S LOT
MIDWEST
Detroit 69, St Louis 61
--"b-nralIVErSt*Tirallto
64
Michigan St 84, Wichita St 57
- SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 99,_Itockhurst 63
P-urdue 76,_Arizana St 75
N Texas St 100, W Texas St
85
Texas-El Paso 75, Kentucky
St 74 - - - •
WE-ST • —
San Francisco 99, Stanford
78




had a  shaky start but turned
iounUtO beat Heidi
Eisterlehner in the first round
of the $30,000 Bremar Cup
tennis tournament.
Laker Girls Run Mark
To 4-0, Get Easy Win
The Calloway County girls'
basketball team learned to
sta with their 'ttern. The
result was sewing up their
Totirth wln-as-many-gCtnes
as they stitched Farmington
.59,34 in .Jt4frey mnJoaawD 
was really proud of the
girls. They ran their patterns
real well and stayed with
them. In a couple of other
—games, we didn't 
—run our offense well," -Laker new people in they could get —
coach Marianne Davis said some experience working the
Thursday night after the press," Davis addttl. • mcksMiller
lopsided win., In the freshman boys' pdd 
-"The other hg thing M the contest, 'the Lakeft-tdok -- 4rif
fact we rebounded so well. We
had 57 rebounds and we
blocked out better on the
andthro u gRhe nwieeth 
her
rerilsbeyual cgam_me .clark 1, Young 6, HolsapPle 3,
Butterworth 6, Ramsey 4,
knew she could," Davis said.___Etryvt,_
" Susie Tines got-I-Fr—WA
back and was hitting well. We
--precaad.quiti-a-bit.then.iked._
call it off at times but when it
slowed down our offense, we'd
put in back on.
-We needed to practice on
the press-ma-try to work mune
Rallentine 2
Perkins 3




boards than we have in any of
„. our other games. Also, we had
nine turnovers anti that's also
our best game from that
standpoint," Davis stdicau wi coy wsiivir
in trouble during the contest.
They jumped to an early lead
and coasted to a 14-4 cushion
at the end of the first period.
As early as the second
period, the Lakers were using
their depth and still, not losing
any ground to the Wildcats. At
intermission, it was a 31-19
dor Caffavay County
Each team traded baskets
-in the (*ening two ininut6 of
the third period before action
began to drag a bit. Then with
4:42 left in the quarter, Felicia
Pinner hit a free throw to give
Calloway -a 34-21 lead. Over
the remainder of the frame,.
the Laker girls went on a 14-2
scoring spree and put the
game out of reach. • •
-1Vfiria ToddifiVori a reititind,
Felicia Pinner scored on a
--fastbr-eak, .Mimi. Winchester
hit from 20--feet and Pinner
again scored friim under. And
with 3:09 left in the third
period, it was a 42-21 lead, the
first 20-point lekd of the game.
COLLISION COMING — Mary Wagoner (with ball) drives to the bucliei and is about to colrefe Calloway carried a 48-23
'With Connie PiAlifs-f231.6f Farmington. Wagoner missed slte-bosli-et-bek-trid pick up. free throw - lead.into the last period then
out of the ploy. • - - -
ROWFOR TWO — Rose-gass 1,22)._of thelakers_jacks
shot from the left key for two of her four points in the victory
'vet Farmington Wildcats in the picture are Lisa Ballentine
(22) and Mary Ann Riley '42)




















Solid Wood - 8 day Wind Chime & Strike
— These Specials Good Now Thru Christmas—
Pay Cash & Do Your Own Delivery
Get 20% Off Everything In Store
Excluding Items Listed In This Ad
Murray Furniture
Court Square Mart .- 753-8676 '
gaiMatutatt,artxtattataariaarmaunatztattall
_ Dawn Redden hit the first_
basket of the fourth quarter
 and the Laker s had a 27-point
lead, their largest of the night
each-finished trith 12'points to
acpe the Laker scoring while
4 Felicia Pinner added rUne and
Renee Overbey seven.
Todd pulled down 17
rebounds, Pinner nine, Imes
six and Dawn Redden six.
PI Imes handed off six assists
ti while Pinner was credited
with five.
ti "Todd, of course, cable
easy 44-27 win.
Calloway led 10-4 at the first
quarter stop and 20-10 at the
hall. Laker coach Joe
Stonecipher was able to play
his entire squad during the
second half.
The Laker froth, now 2-1, on
the season, were iiac --by
Marty McCuiston and James
Bynum as they scored 12 and
10 respectively.
The _freshmen, along with
the L4er girls, will play at
Reidland Monday. Then next
Friday, the Laker -girls will





Farmington 4, 6 7 10-27
Calloway 10 10 14 10-44
Farmington (27) — Hen-
derson 12, Colley 2, Smith 2,
Coleman 4, Riley 3 and Black
4.
Calloway (44) — McCuiston
12, Bynum 10, Sanders 2,
Laker Boos- tertliib
Will Meet Sunday
The Calloway • County
Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 3:15 p. in. Sunday at
Calloway county High School.
This is a change from the
original time of 2-p. rn.
. All members of the club and
interested Laker fang are
asked to attend the meeting.
The Murray State women's
basketball team evened its -
record at 4-4 with an easy 117-
42 win over host
Elizabethtown Thursday
night.
4 double figures as Coach Jean
111 Smith used her entire roster.
II The Racer slarters played
tti only the first half of the game.
Murray was able to
4, pressure the Elizabethtown
11'1 guards at the top of the key
14 and come up with numerous
steals for fastbreak baskets
In fact, the Racers finished
the game with a .542 shooting
4 mark by hitting 52 of 96 from
The field:— —
Jackie Jo Mounts finished
with 17 points and 13 rebounds
to pace the 'Thieer win While
feestunan Laura Petrie of
Carlisle County scored 16
points on eight of 11 shooting.
Cindy Barrix also added 16
points.
Freshman guard Laura
Lynn, who has now hit on 56 of
107 from the field this season
with most of those -buckets
coming from the long range,
added 15 points on seven of 11
from the outside.
Linda Blackburn added 12
points, Cindy Brashear 11 and
Mary Jane Gates 10.
The Racers led 52-28 at
intermission but exploded for
65 points in the final half.












Mounts 7-11 I 5





























II( gold diamond gents ring_,
!!amondc total 1 etso
$3,995.00
4. 835010-00
I41< gold diamond heart earrings. 2
_S179.50
5_ F311605-51 —DOOR
IN gold diamond :Ind ruby ring 10
dFarnonds total 4(1 et 7 Marquise -
rubies 1.12 ets.
57954Q
6. 141( gold rim! withslianionds •
' $650.00
7. F34$26-90




141< gold diamond ring 27 diamonds
twtal
9. 639007-00
1.4K 001d tkatiwel bar
diamonds total rgi
$790.00
10. 14K gold and diamond hoop
earrings with scalloped edge
$400.00
11. T35614-01












141( gold dtamonil and sapphire ring
5 diamonds total r '0 2 square
diamonds total 11 I 1 oi-ir ,ihape
,apphire <54
$675.1:14:1
15. 138026 00 DA0
141< gold diamond and aquamarine





• GOOD TIMING — Dawn Redden 424) of the !Akers hesitates
2 while a Farmington player flies on by. Redden picked up a
o basket on the fast break play. Running up from behind is Lisa












MAKE IT A BRILLIANT CHRISTMAS
There is nothing like a diamond
to light up their eyes It Christma.:q •
Choose from our magnificent
selection in all price ranges from.
tle modest to,the'lavish
^
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NO THANKS - Krista Russell (will' boll) didn't say "thonics, I needed that," here when she
was slopped on the face by Dena Hart of [owes. Also under the bucket is Ell Hart (34) of [owes.
Top-Rated Lowes Gets
Easy Win Over Tigers
If you don't see any of the
LITTLE ROOM - There wasn't much working room for the Murray High girls' basketball
Tiger girls Thursday as top-reted tomes tuatifie-middie of ihe0- Players arouncktown tonight,
lone bottled up well with their tight zone defense. Here, Tony. you'll know why.
-Alexander of the Tigers goes inside and Mei to put up O sl,àt. "we're gaing-te stay in the
on the gym and practice until we
score 50 points," Tiger coach
Rick Fisher said after his
young team had been drubbed
57-24 by visiting Lowes
Thursday night.
"We're just going to lock
ourselves in the gym and keep
playing," Fisher added.
_ There are quite a few teams
in the First Region who would
have had ale same outcome as in the first half wheb Farrell
did the. Tigers. Afterell, Lowes hit Isuih fiveleet,- making-it- a-
is 7-1 and rated as the best 23-7 game. At intermission,
team in the Region. Lowes led 34-14 and had a 20-
Hnwever, there may not be point lead at 42-22 going intq
many teams in the First the final period where
Region that had the same everything went wrong for the
problems the Tigers had.
Murray managed to hit only
seven field goals in the con-
test. They shot 56 times. And
from the-free throw line, they
hit only 10 of 26.
"We played -regood defen-
sive game but we just couldn't
score," Fisher said.
"We should be playing
Twinkle High or somebody
like that in our second game.
When you have a team this
young, it's tough to go out and
play someone as good as
Lowes."
Murray actually led in the
game. Jaina Washer hit a free
She was fouled Play.
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For...home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
-.with a since mblem- _
Includes.. .Individual bays 4eity size), 24 hour-Private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Meer perkier Pointe NOM, behead Cori liewece Ike/ Can.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5'x10'  month $16®
5'x16'  month $23®
Et'x101  month $25®
10's16'  month $40®
throw for a 1-0 Tiger lead but
Cindy Smith of Lowes hit from
- inside and the lead quietly.
vanished. The Tigers tied the
score at two apiece when-
Marlene Farrell hit one of two
from the line and then Lowes
ran off 14 consecutive points to
go ahead 16-2.
Murray did not score again
until the 2:1-6- mark when
Farrell hit two free throvis.
The first quarter ended with
Lowes holding a 20-4 lead.
Murray's first field goal of
thecontest came with 6:13 left
We'll seal any money or small gift you bring us in this
brightly labeled Christmas Can-O-Cash. It is then ready
for giving ... as it even includes a "to and from" area on
the label. Can-O-Cash reveals its contents only after it is
opened with a can opener.
'Can-O-Cash is not only fun, it's practical, too. The
opened can then converts into a year 'roundssavings bank




Tigers as, the_y were outscored
15-2.
Jill Hart hit for 22 points
while Dena Hart added 15 to
pace the Bluedevils.
For the Tigers, Farrell hit
for 1-6 of the 24 points. _
"We see where we have to
go and what we have to do to
be a good team," Fisher said.
"We were hurt right off the
bat with Catherine Simmons
(sophomore center) not being
able to play. Lowes had some
big girls and they just beat us
to death under the boards.
There just wasn't a lot we
could do.
"But our girls never quit
and they kept hustling.
They're still awfully young
and need a lot of work. We had
over 35 turnovers. When you
get beat like this and learn.
some things from it, then it's





tif.lr Jersey Nets fought 
their way through a 
snowstorm -to reach Chicago -
Stadium and arrivecilate for
Thursday night's game
against the Bulls. Their
shooting touch arrived even
later.
The Nets missed their first
16 shots of the game and found
themselves down 19-0 before
Howard Porter finally hit a
jumper to break the ice after
h_ad gone:by _
The Nets, whose-3-22 record
is by far the worst in the
National Basketball
Association, never recovered.
Chicago led 30-11 at the
quarter and coasted to a 104-78
victcfry.
"We're not the type of team
to come from behind,
observed Coach Kevin
Loughery of the Nets, whose
latest losing streak is now at
six games. "We missed to()
many easy shots and we're
just not strong enough to play
catch-up."
In Thursday night's onk
other NBA game, th )
Milwaukee Bucks edged th,
Golden State Warriors 117-116
Bucks 117, Warriors 116
Brian Winters' 20-foi):
jumper at the buzzer, thi
Bucks' third shot in the closin):
seconds, won the game for
• Milwaukee after Rick Barr'
had given the Warriors a one
point .lead with 11 seconds t,
play.
Winters led the Bucks wit),
22 points and rookie Marque
Johnson had 20. Rick Barn
topped Golden State with 31,
in the second,halLand rookie
Ricky Marsh addisd 20, his
NBA high:
will be different later in the
year," Fisher added. .
The Tigers •girls fall to 1-1
with the loss.
- In the r freshman •boys'
contest, it was 6-342 Robin
Roberts supplying the punch.
Roberts pulled down 22
rebounds and hit for 21 points
as the Tigers defeated the
scrappy Lowes froth 51-34. -
Todd Bradshaw added 10
points while Darwin Bumphis
hit fiTr eight and Howie
Crittenden seven.
Murray's frosh are now 2-0
.on the season. They are not
-siduIed'to -play -agala--ustil-
after the first of the year: Mir,
coact John Hina is working on
a gvne before then and if one
is stheduled, it will be an-
`flounced in. the paper.
The-Tiger girls -will play
next Thursday against Fulton
County in the Laker In-
vitational Tournament which
will be held at Calloway
County High School.
FRESHMAN GAME
Lowes. 4 9 13 8-=34
Murray 12 13 6 20-57
Lowes ( 34 ) - LangSton 1,
Holmes 4, Crowley 8, Dowdy 1,
Whitis 14, Reeves 2 and
McGary 4.
Murray (57 ) - Bradshaw
10, Sims 4, Roberts 21, Crit-
tenden 7, Bumphis 8,
Schabacher, Santagado 1,










fg ft pt tp
8 6 4 22
0 0 1 It
4 0 4 8
2 0 4 4
5 5 1 15
1 0 5 2
-3- 0 2 g
Z1 11 21 57
Nen
fg ft pf tp
Washer 0 2 4 2
Farrell 5 g 2 16
r;rif f ith 0 0 5
Russell , 1 2 4 4
kirvander. •1 0 0 2
tiorgan 0 0.2 0
Totals 7 10 22 24
1 owes 29 14 8 15--57
.s 91
Steelers Favored Over Bengals,
Cardinals Picked To Beat 'Skins
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Welcome to the playoffs,
Pittsburgh Stealers. So long,
Cincinnati ... and Washington
... an ew ng ... an
Atlanta.
Now fo( the long-range
forecast:
igti AffiEritgfrCo
on Oct. 16) while Chicago beat
the Vikings by just three
points (10-7 on Nov. 20), the
Vikings will get the division
title.
'ThnsIttng 9-3,
will be deadlocked with the
Bears in conference records -
and because the Cardinals
ference, Pittsburgh will win they'll get the NFC's wild-berth.
the Central Division title this 1̀1'
Broncos 20, Chargers 17weekend and, a week later,
San Diego's been hot lately
phamninmaMi nit rhari. 
will win the 
E sten„,rn and Denver could ease up now
that it title is Se-cure. But thewill deal itself into the playoffs
Broncos need the momentum. .with the wild card berth.
-In the National Con-
ference, -St.*" Leuis will
eliminate the Redskins this
week and, next week, will win
the conference wilci card spot
while Minnesota takes the
Central crown and Chicago
gets nothing.
Steele's; 21, Bengali 13
When Pittsburgh's defense
has to begood, it is very, very
good. The Bengals still are
trying to find themselves.
They'll find themselves home
for the holidays.
Cardinals 24, Redskins 16
A few weeks ago, St. Louis
was dreaming of a division
title - or maybe just
daydreaming. The Redskins'
di-earns become a nightmare.
Dolphhis 17, Patriots 10
An Upset Special. We're
convinced the Dolphins'
defense is under-rated ...
almost as much as the offense.
Rams 20, Falcons 9
It's a meaningless game for
Los Angeles - but the Rams
still remember their season-
opening loss in Atlanta.
Colts 28, Lions 14
If Detroit can't beat the bad
teams on the road, how does it
-expectlo,wina  sings( the_ghcsi_.
• ones?
Raiders 24, Vikings 13
A- Super Bowl replay. With
oit Without Fran Tarkenton,
Minnesota alw4s comes out
the same way - second-best.
gears 30, Packers 10
Here's the step-by-step-
explanation of howThicago is
going to miss the playoffs.
The Bears will beat the
Packers and the New York
Giants and will finish 9-5, as
will the Vikings. Their division
and conference records also-
will be the same (6-1 and 8-4).
And because Minnesota beat
the Bears by six points (22-16
defense, too? That adds up to
another upset.
Browns 23, Oilers 211- -
And here's yet another one.
Houston's attack is hardly
doors.
Corti° ls 27, 411ers 14
It's not the most thrilling
_beatancagcarkdicase way to end the Monday night' 
schedule, but it could've been
worse. It could've been ...
Jets 31, Bills 23
... in which the Bills keep
going nowhere withOtit 0.3. Or
it could've been :..
Eagles 21, Giants 20
... in which Philadelphia
Seahawks 28, Chiefs 17 finally_ manages ..,to %yip _ft_
Did you know Seattle is first squeaker7or.
in NFC passing offense? Did Saints 16, Bucs 3
you know Kansas City is last ... in which a Tampa Bay
in NFC offense - and last in field goal is a moral victory.
Good News for Car Owners
with Tight Budgets!
(FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY)
- - on _the muffler, tailpipe,
exhaust pii3e and labcir!
(for as long as you own your car)
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING • DUAL CONVERSIONS
Come in for your Free Estimate and
FREE INSPECTION!
CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR
& MOTOR SALES, INC.
619 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY - 502-753-6831




Builders and home owners - buy direct and save on quality built
walnut kitchen cabinets!
Call Collect 554-0460
Reasonable costs and reasonable delivery date.
Paducah, Ky.
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Earl Campbell Selected
Heisnian Trophy Winner
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Heisrnan, usually lists the top
AP Sports Writer 14 finishers, along with votes
NEW YORK ( AP) -- When for first, second and third
Toby- Dorsett won the 1976 places and total points based
'Weisman Trophy as tnenYfIr= on ii-3-/-T-FoiThraz welr at-a
--stan4iitg --college innt  --breakdownlwregions-
player in. the land, arl This time, no one from the
Campbell was in the training Ditc seemed to know what
room at the University of was going on and every
exas trying TO eastl1ep 14--Viestioet-oboi4 the vot4 drew 
of an injury-filled junior a reply of, "I can't tell you
season. what I donl know. There's
-I saw it on TV," Campbell nothing we can do about it."
said. "and I said to myself ... The -DAC' insisted that no
•Someday." one from the accounting firm
Someday arrived Thursday was around. CbS was in-
night as Campbell, a 220- credulous.
found blockbuster from .the "They..(Rarris. Kerr, etc.)
rose fields of Tyler, Tex., won are the chink in the armor;"
the 43rd annual Heisman said a spokesman for the
Trophy. The announcement network. "As far as we're
was made on national concerned, they're holding
television to cap an hour-long- this thing up.-
plus CBS "spectacular" that But this was Earl Camp-
wasn't nearly as spectacular hell's night and nothing could
as Campbell's slashing runs. detract from it, not en-
Trailing Campbell in the tertainers like Connie Stevens,
—voting were Notre..Dame tight Leslie Uggams, Elliott Gould,
end Ken MacAfee and Robert Klein and assorted
Oklahoma State running back pompon girls and dancers.
Terry Miller or, if you -NothIntreidd spoil it, not even
prefer, Miller and MacAfee. gimpy-kneed O.J. Simpson's
No one really knows except debut as a song-anddance
the accounting firm of Harris,. man, although hi a song-and-
Kerr, Forster & CO. The dance duet with' Gould cattle-
Downtown Athletic Club of out more like grunt-and-
New York, which awards the shuffle.
TEXACO
takes you to the Met
for an enjoyable
experience
/1 II llve on radio, direct from
eavPuliti-AVNAT fiqus.e-
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DRAWING THE FOUL - Jaino Washer (12) of Murray goes in and scoops up a shot. In the
process, she drew a foul from Cindy Smith (30) of lowes Otter players in the picture include Jilt
Hart (34), Tonyo Alexander (30), !Cristo Russell (31) and Dena Hart (35).
(Staff Photos by Mille Brandon)
Rangers Trade For Oliver And
Matlack, Cards Unload Cruz
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
'A? Sports Writer
HONOLULU (A?) - An 11-
player deal involving four
teams and including such
'star § as-outfielder Al Oliver,
pitchers Bert Blyleven and
Jon Matlack; and first
Wiseman Willie Montanez,
stiocked baseball's .win,ter.
meetings in a turbulent
session of trading and
executive decisions.
The mammouth trade
among the Texas Rangers,
Pittsburgh Pirates, lew York
Mets and Atlanta''Braves
overshadowed such things as
the reinstatement of
suspended Braves' owner Ted
Turner, a new four-year
contract for National League
president Charles Feeney, an
,knietiran League turndown
a group seeking to buy the
-Boston Red Sox, and a $5
million reorganization of the
Cleveland Indians.
Texas owner Brad Corbett
started the four-way swap that
changed the look of . the
National League East,. made
the Ranger's a favorite in the
American League West and




talking a minor deal with the
New York Mets when he
discovered the Mets coveted
Montanez, slugging first
baseman of the_Braves.
So, the Rangers' owner
talked Atlanta into dealing
him Montanez for reliever
Adrian Devine, outfielder
Tommy Boggs and minor
league infielder Eddie Smith.
Turner was delighted to
unload Montanez' reported
$300,000 yearly salary for
three young inexpensive
players.
Now, with Montanez in
hand, he talked the Islets into
delivering left-handed pitcher
Jiin Matlack and first
baseman-outfielder John
Milner to Texas for outfielder
Tom Grieve and a player to be
named later.
Corbett, howey_e_b. wasn't 
through, He had been trying
all week to grab outfielder Al
Oliver from Pittsburgh, one of
the game's premier hitters.
'So, he convinced the Pirates to
take Milner, and with Matlack
in the fold, delivered right-
hander Bert Blyleven td
Eittshargh for Oliver and
rookie shortstop Nelson
Norman.
It was a coup. Corbett had a
fine pitcher in Matlack, much
better than his 7-15 record
with the Mets, and a con-
sisitent hitter and excellent
fielder in Oliver. Pittsburgh
got a good hitter in Milner.
arid the pitcher they so badly
needed in Blyleven. The Mets
picked up needed power in
Montanez, and as Turner said,
to be $100,000 a year — for
eeney, w use Ivaiz, as
president expired this year.
Reported opposition to Feeney
collapSed when August Busch.
of- the St. Louis Cardinals,
leader of the oppositon,
nominated Feeney for the new
WIN: -
And then there was the furor
river Baltimore ManagerEarl -
Weaver. Some say he resigned
in a pique because he wasn't 
advised of a Wednesday trade,
and that the resignation was
refused by Orioles' brass.
Anyway, if he resigned,
Weaver changed his mind and
the American • League
Manager of the year is _still
field boss in Baltimore.
Relax a minute...
in luxurious Deerslayer comfort!
Deerslayers are crafted frorn.soft, stipple leather
cushion insoles and plantation crepe outsoles
lightweight and extremely bexible.
Open Til Coo On Fridays
Open Sun.1-5





*It OR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Dow-dtciwn Murray
•
more interested in baseball
than money."
It was believed to be the
biggest winier meeting deal
since 1954, when the Baltimore
Orioles and New York
Yankees engineered a 177,
player trade.
The Chicago Cubs acquired
catcher Dave Rader and
outfielder' Hector 'Cruz from
St. Louis for outfielder Jerry
Morales, catcher Stfit
Swisher and,. a .playtr
name r-raTil . ttits'
desperately needed a catcher
with George Mittenvald gone
the free-agent route. The
Cards sought the consistent
line drive bat of Morales.
Then, the Boston Red Sox
obtained infielder Jerry Remy
from the California Angels for
pitcher Don Aase, and the
-Angels also announced they
had signed free-agent out-
fielder Rick Miller, a former
Red Sox player.
The Toronto Blue Jays got
-into the act, purchasing the
contract of Philadlephia -
Phillies first baseman-
outfielder Tommy Hutton for
an estimated- $75,000. - Then,
the Blue Jays tiirned
The Braves confirmed-that
pitcher Andy Mesgersmith
had approved their sale-of the
pitcher to the Yankees
Wednesdijifor $100,000. '
While the general managers
and owners were wheeling and
dealing, Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn held. a joint 'major
league meeting, and each
league had a separate session.
The National League turned
down a suggestion by the
Phillies to expand the playoffs
from best-of-five ,to best-of-
seven. Use of the designated
hitter in unofficial tabulation
_was defeat,41903.
The. American league
disapproved the financial plan
of Heywood Sulliran, general
(manager, and Buddy LeRoux,
a club vice president, to buy
the Red Sox from the estate of
the late Thomas Yawkey.
League president Lee
MacPhail would not disclose
the vote, saying only that the
majority felt the financial and
economic longterm viability
of the - proposed partners
wasn't strong enough.
And Kuhn agreed to Braves
owner Turner's request to end
the suspension imposed, on
him last December. The
suspension would have lasted
until March 31. The com-
missioner said he felt Turner
had learned his lesson, and
agreed that the club needed
Turner's close attention:
Turner was suspended for
tampering with Garry Mat-
thews of the San Francisco
Giants before the outfielder
became a free,Agent after the
1976 season.
he National League voted
a new four-year e.ontract -
with a PO r.ca5k.klieved




Maybe Tony Zeno will learn
to keep a low profile from now
field, and 18 points.
Milford Boynes scored 24
points and James Hardy
added 22 to pace San Fran-
cisco over Staniasd,.. The Ilona.
The Arizona State player broke out to a 20-10 lead in the
ma e 1111—mo3t glartng-ffratseveirminutes and held a
mistake of, a mistake-filled 47-32 halftime advantage
basketball game Thursday behind 14 points from Hardy.
night and his team suffered John Long scored 20 points
lead Detroit over St. Louis.
With the Sun Devils holding
a one-point lead and the game
all but locked up, Zeno was
called for goaltending inlhe
last two seconds, allowing
Purdue to escape with a heart.-
stopping 76-75 college
basketball victory.
Zeno's error was only the
most costly because it
happened last. The Boiler-
Imikers, and Zeno's team-
mates, were far from perfect
themselves in the game's
fading minutes.
In games inviilving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 6
Arkansas buried Rockhurst
College 99-63• Ncf. 11 San 
Francisco whipped Stanford
99-78 and No. 17 Detroit
defeated St. Louis 6941.
Sidney Moncrief, Marvin
Delph and Steve Schall
combined for 58 points to pace
Arkansas over outmanned
Rockhurst Moncrief scored 21
points , and grabbed seven
rebounds and Deifill:7-wilibit
eight of 11 from the field, had
19-points for the undefeated
Razorbacks, who won their
. fifth game. -
Schall hit his first seven
shots as the Razorbacks
grabbed a 49-29 halftime lead.
The 6-foot-11 center finished
with eight of nine from the
."•••••••••••••••••111.111,
.j.
The Titans led throughout the
game, but St. Louis staged a
rally near the end and cut
their lead to just four points
is4h.11 c4.4,4Adsleft 
-- But- Detroit responded with
two free throws by Wilbert
McCormick and a basket by
Terry Duerod to put it out of
reach of the Billikens.




















P. O. Box 167
Murray,
Ky. 42071
at 1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mon. thru 'Thurs. 9 to 6 Friday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!
Plan Ahead Now





Let us assist you! Call or stop by for full in-
formation.
We pay the maximum interest allowed by law on
IRA and you can pay into your IRA monthly, semi-
annually or annually. Do call or stop by for more in-
formation.
SEMI-1111Y FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
MURRAY BRANCH
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am a , o copes,
Mass., became increasinglX angry
aliout the Teur -large mipTe trees
growing in a neighbor's back
yard. Most of the time they kept
his house in shadow. One day,
when the neighbor was away,
Ball went neat eletweneFeisopped
the trees..dovni.
Haled into court, he claimed he
had a legal right_ to receive the
sunshine. But the coUrt disagreed.
The owner of a lot," said the
court, "may plant shade trees
upon it or cover it with a thick
-forest, and—the -injury-done (to
neighbors) by mere shade is no
violation of their rights."
That decision was handed down
in the year 1868. Cited dozens of
times since then, it has long
represented the general rule of
law in the United States. With
minor exceptions,_ -you have no
kick coming if trees or buildings
on a neighbor's land cut off your
sunshine.
But now, along comes solar
energy. And suddenly a new word
is coming into the language:
"sunrights." The home owner
who puts in solar collectors wants
some assurance that his supply of
sunshine won't be blocked.
One solution would be for
neighbors to work out sunright
contracts with each other. But
that would call for a staggering
amount of individual bargaining.  
SO the experts have begun
looking for a better way. The
----txmarlWan—Ber—Feundatien--and- 
the Environmental Law Institute,
armed with a federal grant, are
exploring a variety of solutions.
One possibility is an across-the-
board law setting limits on what
a property owner can build or..
plant on his own land. Ideally,
everybody would come out about
even. The value that each owner
would lose in traditional property
rights, he would gain in new
sunrights.
Clearly, the job calls for some
delicate balancing. But it is a job
that must be done if solar heating
for our homes is going to come
into its own.
A public sersice feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky, Bar Association.
- FREEZE EGGNOG
To make certain you have
enough eggnog on hand for
holiday entertaining, it's
smart to freeze a few cartons
of it, along with some ice cube
trays filled with eggnog.
Unmold the eggnog cubes into
the punch bowl, then pour in
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Seventh-day Adventist Church
LocatedHwy.54East
4 Miles East of Dresden
16 Miles West of Paris)
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071 •
No one is ever so alone as the person who
doesn't know how to be alone. We suffer
physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually
because we don't utilize some time in solitude,
solitary reflection, and personal meditation. It's
not so much that "we burn the candle at both
ends" as it is that we never put the candle out!
No one has ever affected the life of man upon
this earth so powerfully and profoundly as did
Jesus Christ. No one ever accomplished so much
in such a brief span of months as did the Master
Teacher. Jesus never worried or got in a hurry,
He never had ulcers or a breakdown; He never
went into an uncontrollable rage or pouted. He
established the perfect lifestyle for ac-
complishment in a "mad-dash" world. Surely, we
will legrn from Him!
Periodically, the Savior of the world went apart
to rest, pray, and Meditate. When he was in the
very shadow of the cruel climax of His earthly
sojourn. He prepared Himself for the Cross by
going alone to pray. May we learn to prepare
ourselves fol more productive living by_walking
in His steps. You deserve some "quiet time" by
yourself. Your total being needs it! Take time to
make time count by using it to be alone with
God with your thoughts, troublesrand triumphs!
Its tire greatest thing in the world






JUST GOON WITH (OUR
TEACHING, MA'AM-I'LL
SWEEP UP A BIT ANP EMPTil
THE WASTEBASKETS...
'• UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS HARVEY — Rusty
Jones portrays Uncle Elwood in the University Theatre's
production of Harvey which premiered last night and will
continue tonight and tomorrow night in the 'University
Theatre beginning at BOO.
By JENNIE B. GORDON
One would think after a
battle with a flood and a
search for a decent parking
spot, that an evening of en-
tertainment would not be
worth the hassle. But the
University Theatre's premier
of "Harvey" last night was
well worth the time and
trouble.
The lunacy of this play takes
place in the superbly designed
home of the once well to do
Dowd family mansion and
other, scenes were in the
reception room orrliiiiiilerS --
- Rest; a -mental •instftution. -
.The _crazy_ Uncle __Elwood,
portrayed by Rusty Jones, is
well remembered, receiving
much publicity from the
movie starring Jimmy
Stewart. It would be within
reason to expect many_ of
Jimmy Stewart's fine actil
qualities in this role and they
actually were in abundance.
Rusty Jones won't let you
down with his performance.
•
tapped her on her shoulder. The into a donkey and the witch had
witch withdrew her head from the disappeared..
cloak and Tweedleknees said. Claus had continued on his way
"Y,ou were sery rude just now He was astonished .when a donkey
. Teet .and s I id doWlithtentiiiilfairiside—Yett. s-h'wkki 1,4 4010441- -• -;;*. - • - t4114:•.111p.k him and nudged hishi.ta)
The wileh's eyes -flashed green shoulder . . 
and purple lights. Her face was Claus looked around for Tweed-
chinless and her nose was like a.tea leknees hut there was no sign of the
kettle spout turned upside down. elf. ''Tweedleknees!- ,he shouted.
deserves congratulations is -But I've used the magic arrow 
and .. ..It ciiiildle." said Tweedlek • - -'LNA what's  here.' .
Roderick Reed, MinTay, whO 
it cannot be used again." .- - ,.
' nees huffily; , -that it you acted The donkey threw back his great
is hilarious as Duane Wilson, 
• • Pooh! ' exclaimed Tweedlek- nicer you would look nicer. long head and brayed mournfully.
the Chumley's Rest orderly. "es' 
"You've three more The witch rose in wrath. She "'XS hat can be the matter?".
HIS expressions, appearance, 
:eo:inpuu,s. There's no need to _reached under,her cloak and drew wondered Claus.:. —. .
movements — his everything 
out a handful of powder. She hkiC - - The dinikey pawed the sno*-with
Then he and Claus continued on the powder in Tweedleknees face his hoot. Claus loatied down and
is funny.
Harvey is the character that 
their way. The farther north they and muttered, "That's for being a saw he had stamped out two words.
went the colder the wind blew. One butinsky -Ws ri..!.- 
__—..„. ,_,D.Sauna,,Exerziee Rooms
gets the most attention 
!" 
0 Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
rabbit was on stage Just as 
side.. of the road. ''o.ver his face He felt his jaw drop- sionzAnd. then he groaned.."9h. 1:1 Tennis & Golf Privileges
Tweedleknees threw his hands ".Whor cried Claus in (-unto- 0 Color IV & Refrigeratorthough. This 6"6" white 
day they met a witch huddled by the
much as the other characters --you-=dneda-pyle'ase- 
saidClaus,e"waC yn, iipsp ngainad,hh teeth jutting over his no.- as he finally understood. 0 65 Miles to Disney Worldisis
ego_gro,wipg_long_iod .1.. 
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service availablethat were seen on stage. The to ttie Place where the Pigwidgen hairy. In a moment he was turned -77iiiil'iiriiii.7 The-Siilike .‘rAr 0 Free chaise lounges .
actors and actresses really dwells"  Li Ample self parking
worked together in their ac-._ "I'll tell you nothing," rasped Come play in our playground.
tions rea ons ea itch. • 
if s Daytona 's most complete
year 'round tun resort!
other ' ' in "-building- this- ---"AFen't '-iiii•Cold-§itting there- --"-- . Oayiona's • .
character that
Synopsis: On their way to find the
Pigwidgen, Claes and the ef COM!
upon a sleeping giant. Tweedlek-
nees foolishly wakes the giant who
stary,after them in a rage.
CHAPTER EIGHT
THE DONKEY
"RUN for your life!"
shouted Claus. He tore down
• the far side of-the mountain.
"I'm coming! I'm coming!"
sputtered Tweedleknees, leaping
after Claus. He lurched over a rock
and went slipping, sprawling,
tumbling -Wad. &ver heels until- he
came to a stop standing on his head
with both legs wrapped around a
tree.
Opening- his upside-down- ryes
• he saw the head of the' giant loom-
ing over the top of the mountain.
The giant grinned.
"Help!" bellowed
Claus turned and saw the giant
reaching out to snatch the elf in his
gargantuan fist. His heart pound-
ing, Claus unshouldered the bow
the elves had given him to kill the
Pigwidgen: He shot the - magic
arrow into the hearl'Of the giant.
The earth quaked and the moun-
tain tottered when the great giant
fell. Tweedleknees leaped to his
„imaginary, or.. at least in-
visible to some, figure oli•
Harvey. .
James I. Schempp, director
of Harvey, is respontsible for
this enjoyable and well-casted
play which will be presented
again -tonight and Saturday.
night at the University
Theatre beginning at 8:00.
This play is well worth seeing

























































































































In wrathi the witch blew powder in Tweedleknees' face.
to Claus.
"You've done it!" he cried ad-
minngly. "You've killed a giant!"
"rev." said Claus grayeiy.:
tieinsmilesil-Tweeetleicnees-:•-•- - •
"Fie en-yett!" snapped the witch
and she covered her head with her
cloak.
Claus and Tweedleknees went on
their way. They had noi,•gone far
when. Tweedleknees said angrily,
"She can't talk to me that way. I'm
going bact and tell'her a thing or
two.
He ran back to the twitch and
Correction *
In 'fiudiday's paper the ad for Gracie--
Thom McAn Shoe Store stated the sale
on men's shoes good only Friday and
Saturday, however the sale is good
thru Sunday.




Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida-.
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families •
alike. Check these features.
o 650. ft. on Beach & Ocean
o 300 Rooms. Efficiencies, -
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
O Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground '
0- Volleyball & Shultleboari
O Basketball, Game Room
• -astiaway..
BEACH MOTEL f .
I i
2075 S_ Atlantic Ave.. .
I P.O Box 7437 s
I Daytona Bea-ch, Fla 32016 I
Ph (904) 255-6461
I Please send new color I
I brochure & rate sheet I
. _
Health-tex c,lothes for little kids are all winners. They're Made-of 'single knits, doubleknits; and Arovehs
that are practically kidproof and everything—jeans and jackets. jumpers and coveralls, polo shirts and
slacks—pops right in the washing machine, comes out neat-as-new—cause they'fe all permanent ,press
too. For boys, size 3 months to size 8, for girls, size 3 roonts to- size 6x—and for mcfherstecause the
prices ruate_sense_
Hurry! Hurry! Only 16 Shopping Days Left!
Open til 8:00 On Fridays Open 1-5 Sundays
FrecC.ft Wrapt;;;:g
'Baptist Baptist   .. 
MethodistSCOM GROVE i ,
Worship Service 11 011a.. NEW PROVIDENCE
Evening Worship 11111p.m. Sunday School 10 a- ill
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY - Preaching Service If a III
Morning Wursrup 11,00a. m. Nightly Service 6 p IT
Evening Worship 6 - 30p.m.-
FIRST SAPT IS T
Morning Viorstup 10 45a. m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
MIST FMK
Morning Worship 11 Ma in
Sunda) rvenint" -.-1-if:--- • -1.00pm.---
.













Worstup Service 11 a rn., 1st Sunday. 10 03 a
in 3rd Sunday . Sunday School 10 00 a m
& Ith
MARTIWS CHAPEL UNITEDWednesday Evening 7 00p IT.
1111/31110 MOM Worship Service li otiam
Sunday School .0Morning Worship 11:00a. m. 00 a in
Evening Worship 7:00p. m. GOOD SNEPHIRD UNITED
NORTHSIDE Warship Service •.30 &MI.
Morning Worship 11.00 a. rn." Church of Christ Sunday School 11 WA mEvening Worship • 7 00p in. Nazarene
CAUL BAPTIST NEW PROVIDENCE inotrtmonia inintoMorning Worship 11,00a in maim CHURCH Morning Worship 1100a. M. Sunday School - 10.00a inEvening Worstap- -7 ,30p. iii. - Sunday School 11-A5a. in. Evenwig Worship 1330p. as. Morrung Worship 11.00 • m
POPLAR SPRINGS Morning Worship 1041a in
N Y . P S Worship 5. 15 p mMorning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 6 30 p m Evening Worship 6-: 00.p rn
Wednesday Worship 7100 p in
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday Schuul 9 45 a m LOCUST GROVE CHUROI
Morning Worship 10 45 a m Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Singing. Evening Wors 5:30,4:00P•in sunday school 1000 am
BLOOD RIVER . Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.
Morning WarsillP .00 a. m NY P.S. Worstup 5:00p.m.
Evening Worship - -6 
21



















likening Worship nfillarrY - - Trieri-E-- - &index...School NE:00 a m
Evening Worship COO p. m. Morrurut Worship 11,00a m '




10 a. m COLDWATER INUTED
10- 45 a m & 6 p.m. Worship Service 11 00 a m_ 1st & 2nd Sun•Wed Worsrup 7 30 P-In day. 10 00 a m 3rd & 4th. Sunday School
• WEST MURRAY IC 00. m 1st & Ind Sunday, 11 00. in 3rd
Morning Worship 10.50 a. ms di Ith Sunday
Evening Worship i 00p. in.
TEMPLE HILL intimUNION GROVE Morsung Worship ... , „
Morning Worship 1100w m.
Evening Worship 7.30p. m. Pentecostal
L AM. believed emery .hoosi all mem not kiwi
•..• ahem. few. 'nee merciful asattatftwt their tionputaititi
Morning Worship 10 -50 a_ rn.
Evening Worship 6 10 p in. 
Steday School 11.00a m.
• MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10.50 a. rn LIMO HEIGHTSEvening Worship 600) In- Morning Worship 11 :00 a in
NEW MT. CAINIIIIIMISSIONARY Evening Worship 7:30 p. m
Morning Worship 11 .00 a in. UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Eventrig Worship 700p. m Sunday School 10:00a in
FLINT BAPTIST Worship Services 11 00.1 m... 7.00p m
Worship 11:00a. m. CALVARY TEMPLE
Evening Worship 6:45 p. rn. Sunday School 10: 00 a . in.
Worship Services 11 Ara m.,7:30p tb
CHERRY CORNER 
ASSEMBLYFIRST .-Morning WorShip • -""  11.010e-rn.
eon-
ntantli in their every art. FOR the aterriful, Chri.t pron.i.rit• :
nwrev frele God. Tee this abenalet nall be viemod a. 8 bargain'.
With God. Merry moot be given without thought to roots-quo-n.Evenuig






MOM I POPLAR FIRST METHODISTWorship Service 10.40 a m. Worship 8 4.5 8, 10 50 a in
Evening Worship 6 00 p m
NEW CONCORD RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED •Morning Service 10 30* rn. Sunday School 10 10. ni




11:001. rn. LYNN GROVE
COOP in- Morrwig Worship Service 11 .00 a in.
SECOND STRUT Sunday School 10 :00 •. m.
Morning Worstup 1042a. in.
Evening Worship 6:00p m. GOSNIN MITHOOIST
FRIENDSHIP Morning worship Services 9.30a. M.OF GOOEvening Worship 7 .1* P. m Sunday School 10:00a. rn.
ELM GROVE Morning Worship _21:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11 °0 am- Sunday Evening 700p. tri.
Evening Worship 6:15 p.m. Thurs. lute 7:00 p. in
SALEM BAPTIST UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Morning Worshi 11.00 a in Sunday School _19•09..a m.p • -.
Evening Worship 7 15 p m. Evening Worship - 700 p in
CFEWARDS CHAPELSUGAR CREEK Sunday School 10:00a in
Morning Worship 11 '00 4 in. Worship Service 11:00 a. in
Evening Worship 7.10p- m. Evening Worship 7- 30p. n:
, OWNS CHAPEL FIRST UNITED ,
Morning Worship 11 .00a. m Sunday Worship 10 00a m.&7-00p7m -
Evening Worship 5 30p. m Tues & 'Mors 7-00p.m
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST .










‘ °RI 4 t
tralrAk I
ifilWAI•4
- Sunday gclool ' 10 00 a.m. "1" 'Sanctity:School ..- . 10:40a. in.
Morning Worship 11 00.. in Evening services: lat.. 3rd. A 0th Sundays
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 4 30 p. m.
Of CHEST
BibleStudy 10 00 COEIF 5 CAMPGROUND
A.M. Worship 10 • so Worship Service 10:00 a m.
P.S4 Worship 6 00
7Mid-Week 00 DEKTER•NARDIN UNITED
COLDWATER Worship Service 10 00 • in
Morning Worship it 517 a m 1st & 2nd Sundays 11 OD a in
Evening Worship 6 CII3P-m 1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
KIRKSIT CHURCH
MT. HEBRONOf CNRIST Worship Service 10 OD a . m ist Sunday Er- Sunday School .. \ 4,-.. 1000.. m
orstup 10 50 a m 11 -00 a. m. 1rd Sunday . Sunday School 11 011MorningW 
Evening Worship 7:00p in. Sunday & Wed, ( - 
saunmdalyst Sunday - 10 00 a at Ind, 3rd, & 4th
nesdays I )
ALMO MT. CARMEL
Bible Study 10 00a in Worship Service 10.00 a m 2nd Sunday'
Morning Worship 11 00c in. n 00&. in. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 001st Sunday 2-00p rn. •
3rd Sunday 10:30 a m. Christian
OLD SALEM 'API&
gun da y gchool • ' -10Agra m.- - ----- - . -"- fIRST CHIWITIAN
Worship Service 11:00a. m. Worship Services 10 45a m., 7:00 p m.
Vesper Service 5:00p. m. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10-30a. IT.COLDWATER









Evening Worship 6 00 p. m. • in Lit, 3rd, & 4th Sunday 11 OD a in 2nd
Sunday
WAYMEN CNAPELPresbyterian
Morning Services"' CHURCH 10 45 a m
scalITT CallialltAND
Sunday WOO am. IWOOCS CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 11 :EN am. lit & 3rd Sunday 3:Na mEvening Service .1045"70:6 0Everting Services 6 00p in
MUNCH Of JESUS CHRtST
1/111T. BAPTIST - ' " Of TATTER DAT SAINTS -





Sunday School - 0:44a in Ind& 4th Sunday -Theft:in.
Worship Service 
OAK GROVE KEW 1/11760Ev ening WorshID 6 30 p m ST. LEO CATHOUC
LOCUST GROVE CltUtal -
Morning Worship n :0 , m. Sunday Mass 8 a m.. 11 a. m.. 4:30 p. m.
Evening Worship 700p .m. Saturday Mass 6 30 p IT
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICESSunday School 10:00 a m Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun-Morning Worship 11.00a m. days 11.00 a m. Testimony meeting second
MUM, MISSIONARY BAPTIST Wednesday 8 p m











Sunday RSA " • • -- ----- -10111cm- lath3r4S111140- • - - , - - . ..LISILTTI
. Wors/up Services, . 11 a. pa.,714, m. 2nd 0 4411Sunda?. 1:3111a. m
Evening Clap. in
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 1011110a.m
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Morning Worship 11 00a. m
Evenuig Worstup 7.00 p. m Evening 7 OOP rn
. FIRST PlIESITTERIAN STOUT'S CNAPEL UNITED
Church School 9 30 a. m Morning Worship 0 45 ri rT1
Worship Service 10 45a m. Sunday School , i 45.• rirPreachuig 11.00 a .m. & 6.00 p.m. Watchtower 10 30a m
Wednesdy night 7:00p m Bible Lecture 9.300 in
SPRING CREEK -WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E. .
BAPTIST CHURCH Worship Services 11 (07.. m.,7:00p.m..
STMorning Worstup 11 .00 a. m . JOHNS EPISCOPAL f This Page_MadeWorship Possible' The • 'Evening Worship 7.00 p„ m Hour 9:45a, m.Ch urch School ' . rri.11:00aST. JOHN .BAPTIST CHURCH - - --- - IMMANUEL LUTHERAN .Morning Worship IV a m Sunday School 910a m. -Sunday School 9"v d 'M Morning Worship 10:30 a m
DIME BAPTIST MICK. ' . SEVENTII DAY ADVENTIST • 
a 
' -
7 . 00 p.m. Sabbath School Sat. 10:30 mWednesday Service
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Worship Service Sat. 9:15 a m Following
Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
Ramrtav Nttie ' 700p.m. •
Supporting
....,.... . . ....














Earth Hath No Sorrow .









r--,-.9 Concrete ProductsSeptic Tanks. Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water TantsAnything in Pre-Cast Concrete" Bibles & Chord Sappiies
Reference 8. Inspirational Books
sn I. cm.. a Si..,. We Semi. Onier Prenadty 7$3.1122
'a
Hoy 941. (3 asks out if Wring.) 753-0277
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gummi(' toyd-Owniar
-Complete immenertic Transmission Service
. -Front End Alignment
- C8444040 Teas -Up 8. heck Service -
2C9 S. 7. 753-1751
Radiator S. Auto Gloss Service
Kentucky fried ekicktn
"It5 Finger Lickin' G "ood"
iry Our Delicious 11“f end Name Seedwidwes





Thy Shalt Not Steal
....
Wells Electric
402 N. 12th .
753-4845 -
VI American Cain-AMCMotors Jeep
Hornet • Mat ador-Gr midis- Jeep- Pacer Winos
Tay Chislity Usied Cars
006 CAM.. RI. Pbona 753-44411
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc. _
South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
. Member FDIC




Bowling ,At Its Best _





Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
- 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
• A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
: T.V. & Appliance
,5ue 4
airt.4" Restaurant..c--.
Sales 8 Service QuAsar
Famous Fish Dinners
e s Shipp g Center 153-3037
uW:KI:hii trill'o'ilin
CIII Nov 63 in Aurora
none 474 7702
Freed Cotham Co Inc.•,
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4832
- - _. ..,.; Murray Cablevisjqn..
(1411i7?, Phone 753-500S
-4 Bel-Air Shopping Center
















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933






401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday-
Tiny Tot4,,a. Day Care
44' ' I Infants To 5 Years
..:14.1W_ 
Kentucky Licensed
6 30a.m -5 30 p_m.









Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Centerircied Refrigemetien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Love Is
An Image Of God
The Little •










We use plastic L
treatment tea "
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Jones and Lorry Sinter. owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North --- 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR,FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
40r Male Phone 753-1713
.
If God is your partner,
- 
make' /our plans large Love One Another___ -WWI




West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012











West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager






Ky. lake State Pork • Ph. 474-2245
A Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association






6 a es 11 p m
r, t sat
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Schedules For The Week Of Dec. 10-Dec. 16
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY,.
WNGE-2






1.4,30_4,e.lioimit._ _ . _.
12:30- Pioneed Bowl
3.30- TBA
4:00 - World Sports
15:30 • Newswatch
6:00 - Bugs Bunny
em30_ The 14.0es Th.
Animals Talked
7-00 --Fish
















11:00 - ABC Short Story
0 _ A. Bandstand .11:3 m
1130 - NC AA Pioneer
Bowl
3.30 . Fill Film
4.00 World of Sports





8:00 Starsky I Hutch
9:00 love Boat















12 tin-- -Wrest1.49 1
114 -Spotlight
1:30 - Fun City
2:00- News Conf.
2:30- Gene Autry •
3:00 - Perry Mason




7:00 - How The Grinch
Stole Christmas






U:30- Deld or Alive
12,00- News
12:30-Movies i Med-



























T1;:003411Fa4 nt Aouiiills . Classic1
Toles Christmas Carel
I :00 - Southeast MSU
81R -- -  ' ---- -









10:00- New.6.• - - - -.10:30__ Ggyhymohe
11:30-Nashville
12:00-Good News























8:00 - Movie: ' "W.C.
Fields and Me"
10.00-Scene at 10
10:30 - Sat. Night live







8:00- Movie-"W C. Fie-
Ids & Me
10:15-News
10:45 - Disco '77
11.15- Golden Age
r r







8:30 - Three Stooges
9.30- Re c Humbord







2:00 - Cliff•cood Ave.




6:00 - Rudolph's Shinty
New Year
7:00 - Sic Mahon S Mon





8:30 - Otal Roberts
9:00 - Gospel Hr.
10:60 --Grape Ape- -
10,30 - Animals, *rim
nis
11:00 Issues 8, An
swers




3,00 _Itskt Boone Corn-
passion 't
3.30 -- Am. Image Avror-
ds




5:30- W11(11(01631" -so6:00 Rudolph's shiny
New year
7.00 _ Si, million man
8:00- Suniay Movie •10:30• •It Happened On





8,30- Day of Discovery




• 10: 30 - Wayne Dobbs
11:00 - Meet the Press







5:30 - NBC News
6:00-Wonderful World
of Disney - -2911 :
Cougar Run" 














10:30 -It Is Written
11:03_ vow Church
11:30-NFL Footban _.
ss,. y , Giants es
Philadelphia




7:30- On Our Oval




10:30 -She Na Na
11:09,-Rifleman








9:15 - !lomat** Bro.

















































































10,30 - Family Feed
1 LOO-Efetter x
11:36-Ryan's Hope











7.00 - Good Morning
Am.
9:00-700 Club






2:15 - General Hospital
3:00 -Edge of Night
3,30 - Al-Th . MGM
Theatre






6,00 - Ralph Emery
7:00 -Today

































































-. TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
-6:30-Marty Robbins












6:30 - ABC News
1:00-Beach Bums
8:00-NFL Football
Dallas at Sen Fran
10:45-Newt








































10:30- Movie - "Joy in
the Morning" ,I
























































6:30.- Name Died Tone
7:00-Special • A Con-
versation with Eric
SevereW









- TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY - -•
WNGE-2
6:30-Name That Tune
7, -Eight Is Enough00
9:00 - Perry Como
Christmas In London
10:00 - Newswatch
10:30 - Adam 12
11:00 - Starsky L Hutch
1:45- PTL Club




6:30 - AOC News
7:00- Eight Is Enough
9,00 -Perry Como Olde
English Christmas
1000 --News






hie Doll for Xmas"


















































7 00 - KOtter
7•30 lt- What's 
Ho10:00-Newspelting
8:00 Barney Miller
8-30 - Carter County

































6:30 - Wild, Wild World
of Animals





TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:30-The Muppets
7:00 -Donny & Marie
8:00-ABC Movie
10:00 - lleirswatch








2:°° Danny a Marie







Nall of Fame: "Nave I
Got A Tines for you"
1:00 . Rockford
9:001-01rincy












11:30- Deed or Afire
12:00 News'




7:00- Nollowark Noll of








6:30 - Match Genie PM
7:00 -- Nutc'ec I, 6,




























HIGHLIGHTS:7.. f.i int -alvart -•  •-••-• fttri sht•rt -ft -rtn Short
FOC1JS roar roctir
1:rlic News 11 News 11 hews 11
Iietter I. : - Ratan Murray - To Pie
- ,m.










1. Iiepre.sentatives frail ICU's Art Derartrreht
ltericen5C"
- .Dr. Ralph Hausman - Architectural barriers the hall -14:"I'apr
Linda Cochran Dancers
2.
Dr. Yen Winters, Dean, Collepe of IT.dustry anl Tr-Lnologv
Mal Political. 3cientist
"The Panhandler" Cooking Lesson with Fun Ucldberg
Linda Cochran Dancers
I:istcry in Fe.rspective. _
Dec. 14' - . Delbert Wylder with Book Beat
.3. Linda Cothran Dancers
Frank tilodiett discusses television'
EVpresentatives from ICU Nursing Departrrent





1. Margaret Trevathtin with Library Corner
‘. i3 2. The ReV. Bill 'Mullins of the .'outh Pleasant Grove Methodist
3. Kent Forrester, Carl and Kathy lkwerj will play Christraswith a recorder
L. Linda Cochran Dancers
:71,f
wnr-teone last-sMow 'Of Thannel 11 ..ri.-r1'-rt2(rarrl t-o 'Me at'r
X: Jan 197E,
KFT pregents a haif-hour special, "Kentucky Profile," Monday, December 12 at 9:30;) m (FT) 8:30 p m (CT) "Betty arvd Darrell Brothers—Artists" takes a personal look at a,ho sh,trrt marriage and a zarnfe%sion
• IMMI•" IE. 
'
I S.
• • .• •••• •Na.--••=•fliMm




411M0 •IMMED 41.1MA1111•0 ••M• ••=11 •
00Oon0-










It had been a long time since
the great rock and roll singer
of the sixties has had a smash
hit. It was Atlantic records
that. tOok the initiative to rush
release the hit single in June
of 1977 called "Swayin' -To The
Music ,(Slow Dancin')" and
thus bringing Johnny Rivers
back to nationai prominence.
This was followed by an
album on Johnny's Soul City
Label entitled "Outside
Help". The Lp is reminiscent
of the Lps which Rivers cut
during his greatest days of the
early_ sixties. -Two cuts are
excellent and are Curtis
Mayfield hits entitled
"Curious Mind" and "Monkey
Times." Rivers' also does
some of his own writing with
the song "Ashes and Sand"
and "Flying Away With You"
which was also written with
Wayne Berry.
The Title song "Outside
Help" proves to us that
Rivers' is a very viable per-
former especially on acoustic
guitar. However, the Lp will
need some outside help from
the public to make it to the top
ten, There is a possibility that
Johnny can make it big again
but he will have to turn out
singles and albums a little bit
Top Ten
By The Associated Press
Here are the top 10 singles
and albums as compiled by
Billboard magazine.
TOP 10 SINGLES
I. YOU LIGHT UP MY
LIFE — Debby Boone
(Warner-Curb)
2. HOW DEEP IS YOUR
LOVE — Bee Gees (RSO)
3. BLUE BAYOU — Linda
Ronstadt ( Asylum)
4. DON'T IT MAKE MY
BROWN EYES BLUE —
Crystal Gayle (United Artists)
5, IT'S SO EASY — Linda
Ronstadt ( Asylum I
6. BACK IN LOVE AGAIN
— LTD (A&M)
7. WE'RE ALL ALONE —
Rita Coolidge ( A&M
8: BABY COME BACK —
Player ( RSO)
9.*YOU MAKE LOVIN' FUN
— Fleetwood Mac ( Warner.
Bros.)
10. HERE YOU COME
AGAIN— Dolly Parton ( RCA)
TOP 10 ALBUMS
1. LINDA RONSTADT '—
Simple Dreams I Asylum)




4. ROD STEWART — Foot




6. EARTH, WIND & FIRE
— All 'N' All (Columbia)
7. DEBBY BOONE You
Light -Up My Life iWarner-
Curb )
8. ELECTRIC -LIGHT OR-
CHE.STRA — Out Of The Blue
I Jet)
9. STEELY DAN — Aja
ABC)


















(are - . 753-6612
Poison Control . 7i3-75e
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Needling . 753-NEED






faster for a Major comeback.
A Note On
MacFleetwood
For the past 29 weeks
Fleetwood Mac has dominated
the rock charts in the number
one position with their Lp
"Rumours." Recently it has
dropped to the second position
and Linda Ronstadt's Lp,
"Simple Dreams," has taken
on 1st position according to
Billboard Magazine.
"Rumours" is the longest
contemporary rock album
that has stayed on the Lp
charts the longest.
NEW RELEASES
Th releases are coming fast
and furious from -not until
after Christmas. One nice
little package is the "Bay City
Roller's Greatest Hits." The
Lp features all their hits from
"Saturday Night" to "The
Way I Feel Tonight."
On the soul side War has a
new Lp and single entitled
"Galaxy". The greatest soul
group, Earth, Wind and Fire
comes on strong with their
new "All 'N' All" Lp. Finally,
.theEmotionshave a release of
some of their earlier material
on Stax records label:
visors, and presently a senior
fellow at the Brookings Inst.
talks with Harry Ellis,
financial correspondent of the
Christian- -Science 'Monitor,-
about Okun's recently
developed plan to conquer
"stagflation," which is
economic jargon for having
simultanious _unemployment
and inflation.
10 p.m. Nightflight 91,
Heard Monday-Friday this
lour-hourAprogram -of -album
rock also features "Cosmic
Connections" at 12:30. This
week hear part one of a
feature on the rock group Yes.
Saturday, Dec. 10
12 : 30 p.m. RACER
BASKETBALL WKMS-FM
will provide special live
coverage of this afternoon's
game between the-Hoosiers of
Bloomington, Indiana our
very own Racers. Racer
warm up with Coach Overton
starts at 12:30 and tip-off is
slated for 1:05 p.m.
7 p.m. Earplay. "Deliveiy"
Based on the experiences of a
mother of two _ children,
Delivery is a study of the
thoughts' and emotions of a
woman during childbirth. In a
sound portrait the emotions
and events of childbirth are
explored. •
Sunday, Dec. 11
5 p.m. Voices In The Wind
Join host Oscar Brand for an
interesting insight into many
life-touching topics—as. he
interviews many of the Voices
In ,The Wind.
8:30 p.m. JAZZ, JAZZ,
JAZZ. The Iiiieop consists of
Jaz Revisited at 8:30, Jazz
Alive at 9:00, followed by Jazz




7 p.m. RACER BASKET-
BALL Murray State talies on
Mississippi College in a non-
conference clash in the
Murray State Fieldhou.se.
10 p.m. Soulflight. News and
music from the black world.
Tuesday, Dec. 13
7 p.m. National Town
Meeting. This popular series
features debates and
`discussions between
prominent figures involved in
some of the most important
issues 'of the day. The
meetings are held at the John
F. Kennedy Center in
Washington before a live
audience.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
7 p.m. RACER BASKET-
BALL. Murray State takes Oil
Georgia College in a non-
conference clash in the
Murray State Fieldhouse.
Thursday, Dec. 15
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues. "Coming Changes
In .Rhodesia & South Africa"
"the guest will be Ambassador
Ivor Richard, Permanent
representative to the U.N. for
the united Kingdom. The
panel will consist of - G.
Michael Little johns of the
Reuter News Service, _and
Hugh Roberton of Argus South
African Newspapers.
7:30 pad. SAI • Musicale.
Music fraternity students here
at Murray .State perform.
8:30 p.m. Igor Stravinsky.





AN The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country











8 Track Reg. 7.94ssts
The Largest Selecttore of Topes ond Albums in this oreo
TV Service Center
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INVITATION TO BID
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board o
Commissioners hereby solicits sealed bids for the
lease of approximately 800 square feet of space for a
retail pharmacy to be located-on the ground floor of
the Hospital's Professional Office Building. Up to
1,000 additional square feet of storage space can be
anadeavailableat$7.50per square-feet-. - —
The proposed lease will run for a period of three (3)
Years and the Hospital will not accept a bid for less
square foot annually plias a
centage of gross revenue.
The bids will be deposited in the Board Room at the
Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky, on
or before-2:00p.m., C.S.T.; Jantrary-17, 1978.
The Board of Commissioners of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital reserves the absolute
right to refusal of any and all bids or to waive any
and all informalities in the bidding, Nobid shall
withdrawn for a period of sixty (60) days sub-
-sequent to the opening of the bids without consent of
the owner.
For further information on the pharmacy bid, con-
tact Stuart Poston, Administrator, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, tkentucky 42071, or call 753-5131, extension
240.
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, versus Leon N. Harp,
_ Sr, and Ermie I. liarp,Laow Exuaie._Coper).flefeticiant_
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the November 11
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the sum of
Five Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Eight and 89/100
($5,758.89) Dollars, with interest at the rate of $1.74 per
day fronr the 26th day of August 1977, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public, auction on_the 19th day of
December 1977, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit or six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Lots 391, Lot 392, Lot 411, Lot 412 and the East 75 feet
of Lot 393, all of Unit II of the Pine Bluff Shores Sub-
division, as shown by Plat of record in Plat Book 2,
Page 2 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. I.F.S.S AND EXCEPT: 125 feet off the West end
of the above described real estate sold by Dora Prince
and husband to 3iValter.E. Ivie by a deed dated 15 days
" of AlIgust, 1964 recorded-In Deed Book 122, Page 205,
Calloway County Court clerk's office. For source .of
• title See needBook-138, page 289, altd-Deed Book 140,
Page 120, all of the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
-For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and ,having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan-
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Mal2g11.11-
_ _
AS OF DECEMBER 5,
1977, I„ Charles M.
Broach, will no longer
be responsible for any
debts other than my




R. Gene Outland, 405













Route 1, Almo, Ky.,
Administrator
Nova Mae Routon, Dec'd,
J. W. ALsobrook, Route
7, Benton, Ky., Executor
Bon L. Canter, Dec'd, Boy
Hays and Reba Wilson,
Co-Executors, 807 Vine,
BEETLE BAILEY
A NCO" CLIP OF
COCOA WOULD BE )
NICE ON A COLD
PAY 
r 
LIKE THIS 11,41011 
id) s
Murray, Ky.
William T „Downs, Dec'd,
Stan Downs and Steve
Downs, Co-Executors,
Route 6, Murray, Ky.
Gladys Swann, Dec'd,
Zann P. Bay, Route 5,
Box 98 Kingston, Tenn.,
Executrix
All persons having claims
against said estates are
notified to present them
to the Administrator or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 6 day of December,
1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk




Guitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
DO YOU, DIANA, TAKE THIS MAN
FOR YOUR LAWFUL
WEDPEP HU9SANP?
Right if at the Right Rice-
out offittaietzo
A.IS1g SELECTION




Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Frida?
Beltone of Benton, 1200





requested to check the







SY SQ. PLEASE CHECK
YCLUR AD 'CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROAfr-
PTLY IN CASE OF Alf
ERROR
DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:30 p.m. -





















WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
- taturday Night
8:30-until





Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
PARIS LANDING
Country Store will be





Arkla gas logs, $20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
$5.00 box. Across from
Paris Landing Park on
Highway 119.
l
iNould you like to ride
OA/ Church Buz to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worehip sarviems
at •





lung us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 102.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking






Come -$411 the Country
Nam Christmas Tree.
The perfect gift for all
the family.




and get away with it? Do
you believe you can
disobey God today and
get away with it? These
are very - serious
questions and my friend
if you are disobeying
God today, you may be
lost, cut off, condemned
forever. Read examples
in Acts 5, Leviticus 10,
Numbers 20, Genesis
19:26, Jonah 1, just








• Clear, rigid plastic
• Airtight tit Stop drafts
• Paint trim with latex paint
or stain
• save up to 32% on heating
& cooling costs
LOST Gold ladies' watch
in front of Family Shoe
Store, Saturday af-





in my home, 7:30-4:30
Monday through Friday.
References required.
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
part time in return for








Person hired will be









expectations. to P.O. Box
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071.
TO ANYONE who would
want a part time job
selling Amway. Call 753-
4450.




for • qualified main-
tenance mechanic.






taken. Send resume td
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation, Route 2,
Box 54, Murray, Ky.
Attn. Gene D. Smith Sr.
opportunities for recent
college 'graduates.
Education experience in_ _







Send resume or letter
application to Search, P.












FOR SALE — Ornate.oak
hall tree, $250.
Refinished. Call 492-8594
after 6 p. m.
SMOKE ALARM, battery














company looking for a
mature person to con-
tact customers in
Murray area. We train.
Write K. 0. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern





- solidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.
WANTED TO BUY - dark
fired tobacco base. Call
753-0463.
SKIL SAW sale. _Model
574, 714", -14P42096C
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP-, 454:95.- WaHin
4 Hardware. Paris.
SKIL ROUTER sAliga... 1.2




, G.Z. refrigerators, Only
2 left.-Ftd1 warranties.
For information call 753-
0595.
WANT TO BUY lot near
Hazel. 1-11/2 acres
preferable. Call 901-642- '
0992 or 436-2124.
WEED AT RS -
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
AUTOMATIC WOOD










radio. Tape player and
record player, $150.
Sears automatic washer
and Maytag dryer. All in
good condition. $75. Call
753-2753.
COUCH AND CHAIR,




. white, $34.95. Colors,
$42:50.- Wallih Hard-
ware, Paris.
SAVE L10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC de TV
in Paris.
- 10" CRAFTSMAN radial'
arm saw. $175. Call 753-
7295.
TWO EACH 17,000 gallon
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 bushel grain bins.
Top condition. Both
$2,000. Call 018-524-9614.
WILL SELL CHEAP —40
sq. tin roofing plus lots
of poles and lumber.
Buyer must salvage.
Call 435-4442.
THREE DEAN Polaris 78
tires, almost new. Size
E-14, $75. Zenith por-
table black and white
12". Two years old, $60.
Call 759-1650.
WOOD FOR SALE, $15








green Deluxe. Used only
3 months. $125. Call 759-




other itenis. Call 753-
3593.






dition. $50. Also Ken-
more washer. Call 753-
4423.
KENMORE DRYER, $50.
Stereo- reel to reel tape
player. Speakers and
tapes, $75. Two like new
gold velvet hvin.g room
_chairs, $75 _P eh rail
753-7608 after 3 p. m.
SOFA, VERY good
condition. Dark. Rose
Damask, $45. Call 753-
7349. •
KENMORE 9 FT. upright
freezer. Purchased for
$230 last June. Will'sell
for $175. Call 753-7136 dr4
. 753:6701..
ONE Tiiik SIZE Mat-
tress. Good and clean.
Used very little.
Ream: need a firmer-
mattress. Call 753-2802.
1952 MODEL B John
Deere tractor and
cultivator. Call 436-2318.
REMINGTON 870, 3 inch
magnum, 30" full with
rib. $150. Call 753-7648
after 5 p m
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christinas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-
Saturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.












Averil Costly ii,,... II•pert
Grasp the opportunity to work in a progressive
Medical ̀ Center. Graduate and Registered Nurses
needed for 3 to 11 and 11 to 7 shifts.
Mrs. Mary Barton
Qirector of Nursing
'at Jackson, Madison County Hospital
Jackson Tennessee, 38301
1977 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham,, i door,
loaded, demonstrator.
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, all the
extras, new car trade in.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, extra nice. loaded
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra clean. new (.;ir
trade in.
1974 Chevrolet Pick-up Cheyenne. double po%c cr
and air, extra nice.
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, extra nice. nev, car
trade in
1973 Mazda, extra nice. with air
1973 MG Midget convertible, extra nice. new car
trade in
1971 Buick 1,iiSahre Coupe. double p,)wer and air
1966 Oltsmobilegfl, double power and or
Hirhest
on Clean Used Cars
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to purchase at LEACH'S








post. Many other items.






to your specs. West Ky.








beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brats furniture.- Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South





9-9 Weekday • 1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% & more
Fer The fritire Family"
'1 7
't Casual Shoes$250pr
Buy 1 Pair, Get 2nd Pair
FREE s_,554,04










BC Lfot Factory Outlet is your
headquarters for Boots,- Sti# #5




THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As '40v begin a nretime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are pertect symbols
of /he love you share They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please_ every possible taste
from class,c. to contemporary to avant garde and
to assure lasting pr)de and satisfaction
hitches Jewelry





Reared, reedy to use. Or bay • U-IMINd end Save. Complete and
ready to assemble Bill up to 24s60 standard. But will precut any size
needed. Stop the rest then come to Cifeetti_ltuilt and buy the rest





DELUXE HOTPOINT NO-FROST 208 CU FT
NOW AT A
SPECIAL LOW PRICE" SHE 100
cus,ort• cut _ _THIS TIA4F









BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner_arArt-eniani 5'




8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BANISH DISHWASHER
drudgery forever. G. E.
dishwashers at
ridiculous low prices.
For information call 753-
0595.
GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;












THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas tre.guarantee .
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some










console stereo, one only.
Terrific deal. For in-
- formation call 7534595:
WANTED A RESPON-
SIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B Music-
Magruarox.Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 12 x 60 HILLCREST,
2 bedroom, gas heat and
central air. Like new.
Partly furnished. See at
Riviera Cts or call 753-




Bel-Air Center ,̂,̂t()11.0•Gin Gu•ER
753-5323 A 1,•Orm,so! THE SiNGER COMPAN V
27 Mobile Home Sales
1975 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. Can be
seen in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-9661.




.Riviera Courts or call




12 wide. Call 901-642-
1550'
N 14 Sta k W 11





Fox Meadows. Call 753-
2567 after 4 p. m.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
























Check These Christmas". m




N, Machines v- Holiday Fabric %










Dresses, Coats. Sweaters, Blouses
Skirts, Slacks Jeans, Tops, Purses.
Jewelry. Robes, Gowns, Pajamas.
Lingerie, Scarves, Uniforms, Jum-
psuits, Gaucho Sets, Dress Shoes,





Downtown Shopping Center. Where you will find qualitymerchandise ate reatostable price for the entire family
 to 1200
OFF Up to $1 On OFF(Free Drilling + a Free game),
Pro Line
Golf Clubs '• Balls Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and




1415 Main St. 753-2202
)4tOttiltafttteletlterein't
lug ift
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 X 60 SHULTZ mobile
home. Partially fur-
nished. $4200. Call 436-






FOR SALE OR RENT -
mobile home on private
lot. Call 753-9908 or 753-
3645.
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM
. ear r s e
- - 763-0047.
12 X 65 mobile home, 3
bedroom. $125 per




mobile home spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
























field champion. Darn x-
rayed good at 13 months.












Lhasa Apso, Old English
Sheep Dogs. Grooming
by appointment. Love
Em To Pieces Pet Shop,
Route 3, Mayfield High-





puppies. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 492-8441.
DOBERMAN PUPS, AK-
C, 9 weeks. $95. Call
Gleason, Tenn. 901-648-
5424.
TWO BEAGLES, 2 year










13th and Main. Winter
clothing. Saturday, 9:30-
2 p. m.
A,- NICE - FURNISHED _
apartment. Married
couple or singles.
Inquire 100 South 13th
Street.
33. Rooms Foi Rent
SLEEPING ROOM for
- boys, utilities furnished.
Walking distance for
MSU. Call 753-1812.












NINE YEAR OLD Ap-
paloosa mare, saddle,
bridle, blanket, $225.
Skill radial arm saw,
$110. Wrecked 1973
Datsun, best offer. Call
436-2118. -
SMALL PINTO Pony will
take $15. Approximately
3 years old. Call 436-
2555.
38. Pets • Supplies
C MINIATURE
Schnauzer puppies.




111 1111111 tt jul
THE SIZE YOU NEED
THE VALUE YOU WANT
A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD





Backed by the exclusive
çpyyep PROTECTION PLAN'
Coritli' -Test Drive One
Cain's AMC, Jeep Inc.
lilt
806 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky. - 753-6448
OttrrettrtaltrItreret
Dear Santa:
. The Ronda Kick YN Gos are at Overby
Honda
Lift to right: Kick'llGo '29.95; Kick'no- Sr.







Sh 0110-ire tire -ch-a-iniing -
apparel with a delicate touch of






















Murray, -Ky. g1 4
I° Uncommon Item cI
g
/ Rum-a-Baba Molds
1i e. Roll Top Bread Box
, 
ie Picture Poster Raisin Racks











'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLLIST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS





We Will Be Open
















0 LeCreuset Cast Enamel-Ware -
Pfaltz Graff Dinnerware York Towne g
Heritage
--,6-.1
-) -Always Free Gift Wrapping" - ' b
f4 Starks Hardware f













Just Received - New Shipment 4
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area
Ti
Dunn Furniture Warehouse ti
TV-STEREO-APPLIANCES It)
Open Friday Nights Ti! 8-00 p.m









Old Stoneware Butter Crocks Salt and Pit
-hers Kitchen Cabineftfly Door Ire Box
1-4,gh Bock 13(-rls
Matching 3 Piece Oak
Bedroom' Suite
Round Oak Table with Matching Oak Spin
dle Back Chairs (3 sets)

















v:* somas ataftE.M.ASOMMI2M P*5 g
the fireplace...large LOT — Corner of US-641
living room - kitchen and Green Plains
combination.. loft Church Road. Measures R
bedroom.. large wooded 1.74 acres. Adjuinii_L&N.-
lot in secluded Railroad right-of-way on
area.. ideal hideaway. the East side. Excellent
All for only $11,000. location for retail or
Loretta Jobs Realtors, service businesses. If
753-1492. interested. Call Stinson
..R!alq, 753-3744; .
SMART STYLE SMART
BUY. A distinctive, well
located 3 bedroom, 2
bath home, with large
rooms. Attractively
decorated inside_Ai out—.
Only 3 years old. Control
Gas Heat Si Electric air,
fireplace. Located at
1508 Canterbury Sub-
division. Priced -to sell.




GET READY for winter
in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home with central
gas heat, central air,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this







































; i: ' P' .,, .
I
',-,.t 1
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at 6111:t WSW ex vox sat sox %Sr FOY cfit BCE win tio, war tat suss,
Anniversary
Sale
Just in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas
Boots at a discount
price and gift
wrapped too!


















































p 9-9 Weekdays 753-9885




Male & Faded Glory
Jeans
Reduced from 8140.00 to 25 /0/
$ 99
Work Shoes
0605 St 607 0704





Vernon's is headcluorters for















I 5061o. 4th' 153-7205 '
,M111 
Plan
Owners: Ron & Charlotte Hager























Bikes have just arrived
$3995 0
Give a Rampar R-I0. The bike with the tough..low-slung BMX
styling kids want. It's just one of our full line of Raleigh and Ham-




Rale•gh Industnes of Arrenca, Inc
Spoke & Pedal, Inc







Dixieland Center ' Chestnut Street
SOAP Single bars andGift Boxed
Magno
.-- Macedonia from Spain
Pure Goats Milk & Buttermilk from Switterland
....Oat Meal S, Almond Meal •
....White Lilac from West Germany
Sandlewood from China
...Anima Soap from France
lacmin from France
....Camellia Oil, Plum Blossom & Honey Soap from
lapan





will deliver Fro* in city limit;
Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat, 1-4 Sunday








NEW HOURS THRU CHRISTMAS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5







J.-Whiting & Davis Jewelry
Exclusive in Murray













And A Cup Of Soup
$265
You may substitute a potato for peach SE Cottage
cheese or bread for the soup.
GET BACK to nature on
this 40 acre farm.. 26
tendable, tobacco base,
woods, creek and an
older. _frame home.





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651 -
11 ACRES, all fenced,
located near Coldwater,
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Priced at $30,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for all your
farm real esti& needs.
LYNN GROVE — If you
like lots of elbow room,
home .is for you.
Home has nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,'
14 bath and lovely
kitchen-dining 'room
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beautiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. Phone
KOPPgRUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
f oridation..
Purdom & Thurman









Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 any
time.
The Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate Agency,
Inc. has provided over a
quarter of a century of
continuous service. If
you need an appraisal to
determine the value of
your property or in-














SITY — The price is
right and so is the
location, close to the
university_ on Auiet
residential street. Four
bedrooms and 2 baths
with-lots of hying area.
Fenced backyard and
living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERIJD REALTY, 753-
1292, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
Poplay-R.enton
QUALITYREALTY





irst Your Property W/th Us
SOS Mein St, 7S3-0101













Rt. 1, Murray, Ky.
753-4984
I
For the man who's into























t Update! .. 4
ft Takefully tailored pants with classic quarter-top4
fit pockets, in all your favorite staid colors.
ft Buckingham-Ray, Ltd. 4
it Dixieland Center - Free Gift.Wra-ppink 4
44) -open Till 8 p.m. Friday ?Tight Sunday 1-5 p.m.
iiii11116611T11114
4






This quality lakefront home with a breathtaking
view offers many desirable features including,
central heat and air, fireplace, plush carpeting,
quality cabinets, double garage. 2 large
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining area, large living
room. Boat dock with pump, wired for elec-
tricity.. On one of the loveliest lake lots in
Panorama. Available for immediate occupancy.
Start the New Year in style in this year round
home.
BOYD-MAJORS
'"" 12t"rest REAL ESTATE753-8080








Broken Storm Door. -Glass
Protect your family with plaskolite
Acrylic Safety Glazing
Why keep replacing broken door and
window glass9 Replace it once with







plaskolite s easy-to-install safety
acrylic conforms to State Safety Glazing
Laws And it seals out winter's cold
and summer's heal more effectively
-than ordinary glass
- Murray Home & Auto
estnut St 753-2571
4






901 Sy moors ?Autrey. Kt.
190 X 140 FT. WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forest.
-.Cal...2512286 ..after. p.
TWO BEDROOM frame
on 3'a acre lot. Has new
roof, panelled, carpet,
- electrie heat, storm
doors and windows.





house, has well and
septic tank. With 4
acres. About 8 miles
North of Murray. $4,500.
Call 489-2224.
FOR SALE By Owner-: 3
bedroom brick home
on quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air. Lots of storage
including walk-in
closets. Double garage,




large den with fireplace,
double garage. Call 753-
4449 for appointment.
SALE - Willard car te
battery, -- year
guarantee, $22.88; 3 ta
year guarantee, $26.99;
4 year guarantee,
$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance




wagon, body good, fair
mechanically. $150. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-6505.
1975 FORD GRANADA,
power steering, power
brakes, air, V-8. Very
nice. $2995. Call _75.1-2738
nights.
1973 Ifs TON Heavy duty







Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Same Price As Last Year. '99.00 included Ky. Tax
Every man with a pickup needs his
own tool box.
ifp ! V, I Id• 1 0 USN i0 Ils.
ftr:r"iTt, thitrt,IN
1 ,I si,h: thoft
iii t,.riSia! n.-ir•rrrerpirrtirliirrfertr.r.
•...
pAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.. 0. BOX US -:• PHONE 753-261
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
Our Gifts Are





Brick duplex - Two miles from Murray, two
beclEoom.s, living room, kitchen with eat-in area,
and bath on each side, This well insulated duplex
contains 1950 sq. ft. Included in sale is extra lot "2
acre in size with mobile home hook-up, city
water, septic and electric. All of this for only
$31,500.







Come in now and make your 1/1
Phone 753-1474 INTERIORS
Poe Office Sea 412
Ten* and Oveetn•A
' Mrstroy, Kenttacky 42071
MICROWAVE OVEN WITH
Automatic Chef Temperature Control
Cooks accurately wthout you watching No guesswork
no overcooking 538995
Murray Appliance Co.-
212 F. Main - 753-1586
VIVVIV
A unique electronic :earning aid designed to help
children age 5 and up practice basic arithmetic
The Little•ProteSsor and a special bonus activity
book bring the excitement of a space age game to
the time-proven flash.card approach to mathe-
matIc education..
durable.Little Professor is preprogrammed
with over 16 000 basic problems in addition. sub-
traction multiplication and.division at tour levels
of achievement To provide a continuing challenge
to children as th&r skills gravy
tile Professor 
" 01,12.88
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
113121Wir49. Used Cas Si Trucks -
4 LTD, power steering
1974 PEUGOET, 504 and brakes. Four door.
-diesel, 4. &.tea& till iffei g, 753_7754. -




with all options. Four
cylinder, Good mileage.
One owner. $3000. Call
753-0983 after 6 p.m.
1970 CHEVROLET
pickup, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $795. 1967
Datsun pickup, $495.
Call 489-2595.






$800. Call 753-0066 ot 753-
2982.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
local car4. With new
tfit*7. -rho: kr "Ft; ?Atli n
• call 753-8030!
1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe,
4' speed. 65,000 -miles.
$950. Call 753-0612.
1970 CONTINENTAL
Mark HI. Loaded with
extras. Call 436-2569.
1976 SCOUT II. 4x4. 22-25
mpg. Good condition.
Many extras. $4400. Call
759-1447.
1974 MERCURY Comet.
A-1 shape. 1972 Dodge




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove




brakes, steering and air,
'new tires-7TO 7531039












$4.00 Extra If No Trade-In
• Price Includes Tax And Transportation
•
If Its Trees You Want, Trees We've Got
"ROWS THE TIME TO PLANT"
IT SHADE
ES TREES ORNAMENTAL
Green Ash White Birch
Norway Maple Purple Plum
Sugar Maple Flowering
Crabapple







- HOURS - --
Mon. Thru Sat.-8:00 to 8:00 Sun.-110 to 1:00
1971 BUG, good condition.
Recently overhauled.
New brakes, tires, semi-
customized. Best 'offer
over $1000. Call 767-6236
till 11 p.m. Keep trying. '
1976 MUSTANG: II,
beauty. Air condition,
hA.a.tec,  steel. belled
radials, 4 speed, factory
mag wheels, AM radio,
good deal. Call 753-9906.
1972 FORD TORINO
Grand Sports. Two door
hardtop, brakes,
steering and air con-
ditioning. New tires.
Bought new in Murray.
Call 753-8030.
1969 CUTLASS Supreme.
In good condition. Call













Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL HAUL ANY type Of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 34"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343:
The Little Red House en Crafts_ _ _
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center 
_
• ' Murray, kr
Glenn and Betty Helm
LOCATION: Corner ol Sou* Sixth and East Water Streets, Hayfield: Kentucky.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY IN 5 TRACTS
TRACT I TRACT 2
TRACT NO. 1: 306 South 6th Street • This tract has a lot fronting 39 feet on South 6th Street and running back 81
feet It is improved with a 38'x80' 1 story solid brick building with a recently remodeled front and new roof The ex-
terior construction is brick walls. built-up roof, and metal casement windows. The interior construction is brick walk
concrete floor, water closet. 100 amp electrical service, and is heated by a suspended gas furnace_ It contains a*
proximately 2400 square feet and is presently rented and being used as an auto body shop
TRACT NO. 2: Corner of Sixth gi Water • This tract has 67 68 feet frontage on South 6th St and 4610 feet frontage.
on East Water St. The 25x413' budding-is a 2-bay service station that is presently rented and being used as an auto
body shop. The exterior tanstruction.is brick, built-up roof, metal casement windows in part and plate glass arount
office portion. The interior is concrete floors brick and plastered walls, suspended gas space heater and upright
space heater. 100 amp electrical service,-and 2.2 fixture restrooms. The building contains approximately 10011
square feet -
TRACT NO. 3: 118 E Water St. - This lot is approximately 35'47' and is immediately West of Tract No. 2.
provements consist of a 34435' 1 story brick and frame building The interior construction is a combination pf
sheetrock walls and ceilings, some panelling, inlaid and tile floors with some carpeting, fluorescent lighting, tpo
amp etectricat servrce, 40 gerteri *ate; heater. and 2 fistula restroom. The building contains approximately 100
square feet and is presently rented' and being used as a beauty salon .
TRACT NO. 4: 116 East Water St - This tract lies directly West of Tract No 3 and has 37 feet frontage on East Wafer
St. 325 feet across the back, and approximately 107 feet down each side It has no buildings and is presently being
used as a parking lot tor Tract No. 3
MCI NO. 5: 110-112 East Water St (Harrell Brothers Hardware) - This tract is approximately 40'1108' The im-provements consist of a solid brick I story building with steel truss roof, plate glass front, gutters and downspouts,metal casement windows, concrete floors, painted brick walls tongue-in-groove cerling,2 exhaust fans, suspended gasheaters, fluorescent lighting. and adequate electrical service for present use There is 1 water closet and lavatory atthe rear of building The total square footage is approximately 4100 square feet and is presently rented and beingused as a retail hardware business
THIS PROPERTY WILE BE SOLD IN TRACTS AND THEN
OFFERED IN ANY COMBINATION THAT A BIDDER DESIRES
This property is located at the southwest corner of 6th and Water Streets, 1 block South from the square and100% downtown shopping area Sixth Street is one of the main arteries leading South out of Mayfield, which in-cludes Kentucky Highway 121 to Murray Kentucky and Kentucky Highway 97.303 to Cuba, Kentucky The immediatearea surrounding property consists mainly of small office buildings, secondary type retail stores, an automobile flex.'cy, and restaurant The zoning is B-1. which will accomodate all types of general business activity.
This is prime commercial property with the total square footage of all tracts being 16 389sThis property presentlyhas a ge.xl incbm• which we will be happy to discuss with a prospective buyer This will be an absolute auction salewith all tracts selling to the highest bidder
We will be happy to show property or assist with financial arrangements any day prior to sale day
l9t4S: 20% dove day of sale, balance on delivery of deed vain 30 days.
P01SE55/01: SAO to boots' riglet to be annaoscal day of sale.










































X la 311:10 -FREEr-two very healthy
and cute puppies. About
six months old. Both
have been wormed and
have had distemper
shots. These pups have
gentle, friendly per-
sonalities and would be
Ideal Christ-nes glfts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an off-
white color. They are




















Features the Allegro SeriesIAmptifier.
AM./FM/Stereo FM Tuner with AFC on FM.
Stereo Precision Record Changer Complete
with 8-Track Tape Player Shown with Zenith
Allegro Iwo tuned port spegker,S.-.Supulated wood .,.
cabinet with-handsome "gratned Walnut finish
Afigi gill tielo.?e'ratibet l'n9a°ern s on





Sales & Service •











VVishing You A joyous Holiday Season
A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition. We have premium
quality trees available at the best prices in
this area.
CUT TREES
Balsam Fir sod ketch Pine
LIVE TREES
White Me, Scotch Pine, Old Canadian Hemlock. Thesis make
• listreht ailiitiera to yam yard when Hie holiday, ore over.is.
ROCKED TREES ler
Boil Fir mid ketch Pima (nits ends Hickory of colors)'
Those flocked Iron ore firs resistant.
We also have door sprays, a lovely assortment of
handmade centerpieces, and Holiday Wreaths. While
you are buying your tree, check our displays of pot-




Mon.-Sat. 8 am.-8 p.m
Sun 1 p.m.-6 pm
Hwy. 641 North
Almo, Kv.
1 Miles From Murray
51. Services Offered
ELECTRIC WIRING




INSULATION BLOWN in _
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
Thyua
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
JACKSON PURCHASE 
Insulation of Murray 
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820. 11 
C '9'',, Lirried,F•alu, Syn0.•te
FOR YOUR septic tank 
p WWII/
60.
and backhoe work 
VR1-HUR BURNS MUST 8E MAKINGneeds. Also septic tank N ,,i,Escs).4 TONIGHT An‘? EARS
cleaning. Call John'
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or ARE BURNING. II
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,




FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor






























struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42601. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
HAVING TROUBLE









home or industrial. Call








fecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PIANO TUNING. Call







WILL DO light hauling.
Gravel, dirt, trash, etc.
Call 753-1537.
LADY TQ LIVE in home
with elderly couple at





Company Inc. Air con-










TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and










































Have you always wanted 6
real 1.04 Now huh' or a
SOUND iss, hub' How about














Let us help You with
















filij true l°vIgaveo me...
. 4"Ilare a Happy Prepaid Christmas




























OPEN SUNDAYS 1 to 4
- 4
AP SMITH COTTONS
Portable Typewriters "7 Attain Cases
*Pen Sets 1"., Desk Deaneries
PP
to Many gift items for that -Special" boss or










314E Main 753 0123
Murray K
.







Early emeriem Style C162540 Early American styling with a
distinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine veneers and har-
dwood solids. Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery Concealed casters H 32;,i " W 17" D 1 rt"
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
.GT-Matic 11 Color Tuning
.Del use 30,000-volt GT-300 Solid-State Chassis
*Sylvania Dark-lite SO PiSure Tube
.AFC
.Penna•lint :650
.6" (Nal Speaker -
.Lighted Channel indicator 
per wk.
Hodge & Son, Inc.






A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
CUTE AS A BUTTON 2 bedroom frame home
located at 1608 Calloway Ave. just off M.S.U.
Campus. A real bargain at $16,000.00.
_
'Irma
SECLUSION PLUS EXTRAS in this rustic home
With full basement on 3',2 landscaped acres near
Aurora. Features cathedral ceilings, large deck,
built-in kitchen complete with microwave oven,
and burglar alarm. $49,500.00. Additional
acreage available.
ITS NOT SOPHISTICATED but it's home. Nice
poighhnrhood neat 2 bedroom_
room, kitchen & dining combination, lots of
storage space in the attic, has electric floor fur-
nace & window air conditioner. Located in
Kirksey. All for $15,000.00.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
8 LAKE ACCESS HOMES 8 LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs...Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312






Volney Brien, Mgr. 527-9678
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY
-••• -•-••,, •
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1 _ Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Sarah Moore
Dead At Age 76;
Funeral Sunday
Mrs Sarah Moore of 907
Story Avenue, Murray, died
this morning at 3:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 76 years of
Hubbs who died January 13,age and was born' April 10,
_1901, in Shell _Mound.__Tn....tg. J7
- -the _ _late Pink Marshall The Murray woman was
Morgan and Nancy Jane
Cooper Morgan.
Survivors include two
• daughters, --Mks. Myra
Crabtreet, 1013 Story Avenue,
Murray. and Mrs: Bill
Wilma ) Walding, Dadeville,
Ala.; one son, Buddy Moore,
Huntsville, Ala.; four sisters,
Mrs. Esther Peppers,
Graysville, Tn., Mrs. Ida
Huckabee, Tiftonia, Tn., Mrs.
Mary Hoelt, Bridgeport, Ala.,




The -funeral will be held
Sunday at 1:441. p. m. at the
' chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Dean
Crutchfield officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Bobby
Holt, Calvin -Holt, Dayton
Lassiter, Randy Kamber, Ray
Dunn, and Phillip Moore.
.Burial will follow in the Green
Plain Cemetery.
_Friends may  call  at_the.





Mrs. Mackie Hobbs of 512
Beale 'Street, -Murray, died
Thursday at 6:35 p.m. at the
Methodist Hospital, Omaha,
Nebraska. She was 71 years of
age and was the wife of Cletus
employed as a cook with the
Murray City Schools for many
years, and more recently had
served as receptionist for the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
She was a member of the
Grace Baptist Church and was
born July 5, 1906, in Calloway
County.
Mrs. Hubbs is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Gene
Donna( Fairchild, Omaha,
Neb., and Mrs. Bill (Jane)
Sparks, St. Lcu)s, Mo.; one
son, Cletus (Sonny) Hubbs,
Jr., Louisville; one sister,
Mrs. Ida Dodd, Pilot Oak; one
brother, Dewey Lampkins,
Sr., Murray; eleven grand-
children.
The arrangements are in-
complete, but the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray will be in charge of




Age 53 At Fulton
Darrell Shelton, brother ofToday At Hospital; Mrs. Christine Williams of
Murray, was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Hillview
Hospital, Fulton, about 7:30 p.
m. Wednesday. Death was due
to a heart attack. -
Rites Are Saturday
_Mrs, _Eva Mag _Hutson of
CAL:II-7, mother of local men. _
-died Thursday at 4-1( p.
•- - the Trigg-County Hospital. She
was fL3 years of age and her
death followed an illness of
five days.
The deceased was a resident
of Cadiz and was born May 22,
1894, in Trigg County. She was
a member of Ferguson
Springs Baptist Church at
Aurora. Her husband, Grover
Iguison, died in 1956, Wild 'one.
son, Robert -Taylor Hutson,
. preceded her in. death in 1975.
Mrs. Hutson is survived by
one 'daughter, Mrs. 'Earl
Cothran, Hammond, Ind.;
seven sons, Dail/el 'Hutson of
Murray, James Hutson of
Dexter, Wallace Hutson of
Aurora, Ross Hutson of Cadiz,
Bryan Hutson of LaCenter,
and Clayton and Nelson
Hutson of Benton; twenty-two
grandchildren, seven great
grandchildren.
- Services will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home. Cadiz, with the Rev.
Randolph Allen -officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Hematite Cemetery in Trigg
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p. m.
today I Friday).
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8,
up .
Below dam 327.4, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.0,
up 0.9.
Below dam 331.0, up 0.1.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:58.
Dexter-Hardin. United-Mr.. Shelton, ag-e-53,--was -a-
resident .--of 711 East State
Line, Fulton. Born May 24,
1824, in Graves County, he was
the son of Mrs. Bessie Wheeler
Shelton.- who survives, and the Hear Pastor Speak
late Blufe Shelton.
He is survived by his
mother, Mrs. Shelton, Fulton;
one daughter; two sons,
Wayne Shelton.of Hickory an4
Steve . Shelton of Detroit,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Rose
LeClerc of Tucson-, Ariz., and
Mrs. Christine Williams of
Murray.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Jackson Funeral
Home, Dukedom, Tn., with
Bro. John Weekly officiating.
laterment will follow in the
Cuba Cemetery.







• Puzzira lataarTi4 7/147rVailrivEr ed
The Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located
off Highway 94 East, will hear
the pastor, the Rev. T. H. STOCK MARKET
Sanders, speak at the eleven
a. m. worship services on
Sunday, December 11.
- "The Word Was God" will
be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. Sanders who will also Airen
direct the singing with Mrs. .AtemirePrru-t'4,t,-,-.
Anna Wells as pianist. Ashland oil
Sunday chool will be at trorA. .1,,-.Fiard Motor Co
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Church will hear the stor,
The Sinking Spring 13ptist
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at the eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. worship services
on - Sunday - Dtteinber 11.
David Smotherman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
"Let's Just Praise The
Lord" and "So Send I You"
will be the selections by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Carroll and Mrs. Gladys
Williamson.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p. in. for choir practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice. Sunday School will be at
ten a. in. and Church Training
at six p. m.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger dr




















Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the 1.eger &































For Roy H. Jones
1
The funeral for Roy H.
Jones of Kirksey is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Jones and Bro. Joel Smith
officiating. The Kings Sons is
providing the music and song
set'ViCe:
Mark Cunningham, Edwin
Earl Fulton, Keith Jones,
Freddie Roberts, Paul Ross
Jones, and Crawford Hanley
are serving as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the
Kirksey -Cemetery.
Mr. Jones, age 71, a retired
farmer, died Wednesday at
11:30 a. m. at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Bess Fulton Jones, and two
brothers, Paul D. Jones of
Kirksey and Pat Jones of
Garden City, Mich.
Bishop Hunt Will
Speak At UM Rally
The Rev. Earl G. Hunt, Jr.,
bishop of the Nashville Area of
the United Methodist Church,
will be the main preacher at a
rally to be held by the Paris
District of the United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
December 11, at 7:15 p. in. at
the Paris, Tn., United
Methodist Church.
Bishop:Runt was the-key'ttpt -Gilts—will—he- ex-
speaker at the 1976 World changed and each woman
Methodist Conference in should bring a ,woman's gift
Dublin, Ireland, is widely and each man a man's gift.





from Zaire, Africa will be the
guest speaker Sunday mor-
ning at 10:45 at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. Mr. Kipanda is a
ministerial student at Martin
College in Pulaski, Tn.
Mr. Kipanda will also be
meeting with some of the
Sunday School Classes-at 9745.
The special music at the
10:45 service by the church
choir will be "0 Holy Night"
with Mrs. L. D. Cook soloist,
Mrs. R. L. Cooper director,
Mrs. Otto Erwin organist, and
Tommy Gaines pianist.
There will be no evening
service this week to enable the
members to hear Bishop Earl





The American Legion Post
No. 73 and Auxiliary will have
its annual Christmas party on
Monday, December 12, at 6:30
p. m. at the Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Special entertainment will
be by the Senior Citizens
Band.
A potluck supper will be
served with the men fur-
nishing the meat, bread, and
Supreme Court Modifies
Ruling On Home Rule
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
The state Supreme Court
today modified Its September
ruling striking down the Home
Rule Act—upholding the
taxing powers of county fiscal
courts and the right of the
legislature to delegate specific
powers tO the counties.
However, the court stuck by
the basic . premise of its
original ruling that the
General Assembly cannot
make a broad delegation of
unspecified powers to county
governments.
"The metallic thread which
history and tradition weaver
through the warp and woof of
Jur constitution is that while
the General Assembly may
grant governmental powers to
counties it must do so with the
precision of a rifle shot and not
with the casualness of a shot-
gun blast," Justice Please
Jones ;wrote in the modified
opinion.
-The thoughtful, purposeful
and deliberate delegation of a
known power is required of the
General Assembly," Jones
Wroter. "It is here thal KRS
67.083 (the Home Rule Act)
,fatally differs from the
myriad of effective specific
grants of power which appear
in other statutes."
The Home Rule Act, passed
by the 1972 General Assembly,
in_ acle _a broacIgr_ant of legis
tive authority to the counties.
The Supreme Court, in its
- Sept. 16 ruling, held the
legislature had exceeded its
preaching, a conference
spokesman said as hd invited •
the public to attend, ss Tax 1-1,KeThe Bishop will be speaking
Sunday at eleven a. m. at the
dedication services at the rivi
ay Not Co-m-e
Until Next Year
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Un-
expected struggles over
amendrdents are dashing
hopes that Congress can
complete action this year on a
major increase in Social
Security taxes.
Senate and House conferees,
„meeting separately on Thurs-
day in hopes of resolving
differences between the two
chambers, found themselves
farther apart than had been
predicted, and a proposed
compromise fell apart.
One congressional aide who
is closely involved in writing a
compromise bill estimated
there is only one chance in five
of reaching agreement today,
as Democratic congressional
leaders had. anticipated.
Whatever is finally ap-
proved— whether this year or
next — would meln higher
payroll taxes for 171 million
Americans and likely would
triple the taxes paid by some
workers over the next 10
years.
Social Security, which pays
monthly benefits to_33 million
Americans, is in trouble -be--
cause of high unemployment.
:-inflation and some overly gen-
erous benefits voted in 1972.
The giant system is paying out
more money in benefits than it
is taking in through taxes.
Congress and the Carter ad-
ministration would like to re-
pair the damage before the
1978 election year.
On Wednesday and early
Thursday, leaders of the Sen-
ate-House conference com-
mittee that is working on
Social Security had sketched
out a basic compromise on key
They would have continued
the traditional 50-50 employer-
employee split of payroll
taxes; raised the amount a
pensioner may earn and still
receive full Social Security
benefits, and allowed a one-
year income tax cut of up to
$250 per student to help offset
college costs.
II Corrections & Amplifications
Several words were inadvertently omitted from a story in
Thursday's Murray Ledger & Times concerning athletic
changes at Murray State University that could have left an
incorrect implication. The _sentence, concerning the
resignations of Bill Furgerson and Cal Luther from the
football coach and athletic jobs respectively should have
read as follows with the omitted words in boldface."
"Both Furgerson and Luther indicated that they were
resigning because university,officials had Indicated they felt
the football team should have won a conference cham-
pionship in recent years and that a change was in order."
The Murray ledger & Times tries to cOrreti promptly any error,
in tacrof clarify ,any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need




agreement fell apart later
Thursday. And although some
questions were raised about
the basic Social Security
issues, the big sticking point
was a series of welfare
amendments written by Sen.
-Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-
N.Y., chairman of the Senate
Finance subcommittee on
welfare.
The most important part of
the Moynihan package is a
$374 million grant to help
states, cities and counties pay
welfare costs over the next 10
months". The biggest single
share of that money, $53
million, would go to
Moynihan's. home state, and
most of that to financially ail-
ing New York City.
_At first, the.Carter adminis-
tration rejected any notion of
tying the welfare amendments
to Social Security.
authority and struck down the
entire law as being un-
constitutional.
However, the modified opin-
ion reinstated that portion of
the bill which authorizes
county fiscal courts to levy all
taxes not in conflict with the
constitution and statutes.
Several counties had relied
upon the Home Rule law to
levy special taxes, which were
placed in a state of confusion
by the original Supreme Court
ruling.
Jefferson County Fiscal
Cciiir.t tiled a suit in Jefferson
Circuit Court in lt73 seeing a
declaration of rights when it
tried to enact a series of or-
dinance under the Horne Rule
Act.- The fiscal court wanted
the ordinance to have coun-
tywide applications, including
within the boundary of the
numerous small towns located
within the county.
Jefferson Circuit Court
Judge Jack Mudd upheld the
constitutionality of the Home
Rule Act; but held it applied
only to unincorporated areas
of counties.
Jefferson County then filed
an appeal which resulted in
the state's high court striking
down the entire law.
Jefferson County and
several other groups then
asked the court for 
arigrehearing. The court's
decision today' is final-an-a-
with it is a denial of the
petition for rehearing, which,
if granted, would have
reversed the original ruling.
In oral arguments Monday
before the Supreme Court,
.Morton Holbrook. an Owen-
sboro attorney representing
the Daviess County Fiscal
Court, said he saw-no reason
why the legislature could not_
delegate broad powers to the
counties if it could grant the
same powers individually.
However, in the modified
ruling, Jones wrote "tradition
establishes that county
government in Kentucky is
based on the premise that all
power exercised by the fiscal
court must be expressly
delegated to it .by statute."
Jones said that since the
statute does specifically
mention the levying of taxes,
Oaks Country Club To
Hold Event Tonight
The Oaks Country Club
members will have an open
house and Christmas party at
the Jaycee Civic Center at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds, Mayfield
Highway 121 North, tonight
(Friday) from 7:30 to 11:30 p.
m.
Refreshments will be served
and a disc jockey will be
playing all types of music,
according to Norma Lane,
retiring president of the Oaks
Club.
A NEW WAY TO SHOP






419 So. 4th Street in Murray, Ky.
"to that extent and no-furlher,
it (the generl assembly) ac-
tion was, thoughtful, pur-
poseful and deliberate.
"As to those powers not so
enumerated, the grant is
legislation in a vacuum and a
nullity," Jones said.
Hog Market /A*
Federal State Market News Service
December 9,1777
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
. tRecitsei.septsiewer: &ileum. 5)3 Eat. y70044.$42Balrools.airwa.:6&
-US 1-2200-23011w.$42.50-42.7S
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 




US 1-3 300-500 lbs. 
1323SS;231:7-1433:312Iii00
US 1-3 5050501bs. .















Cute to" baby dolLthat




Smooth lever action, gravity feed.
Woodgroin stock. 64-242
Truck Gun Rack
Deluxe gun rock for trucks




AM radio • Fits all wrist sizes •




bowl, 8 cups,. cup





sizes to fit most fur-
naces. 40-297-4/2984
°TAM
Bel Air Shopping Center
9-8 Monday-Thursday
9-9 Fri.-Sat.
.1-5:30 Sun.
I
Fe .
